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A MESSAGE FROM OUR MENAHELES
Offshoots is the glorious culmination of a year-long research, in which MHS seniors are sharing
some of their narratives and rare family heirlooms and artifacts. In fact, this monumental
project is a priceless pedagogical tool, and one which engages their collective heart and soul.
Encountering the fortitude and resilience of past generations yields information about their own
embedded spiritual DNA. Memorializing their families’ multigenerational stories of faith and
survival challenges them to own their stories and will help inform their future and inspire them
to carry the torch further into the future.
I would like to thank Ms. Gotlieb- founder and director of this life transforming project. Hers is
a labor of love and an expression of deep concern for her students, and her fingerprints are on
every aspect of the project.
Ms. Meyer, associate director and former curator, lent her distinctive flair and valuable
contribution in guiding our budding researchers.
Rebbitzen Neuburger is a brilliant editor and superb advisor. She is from those that are fortunate
enough to have “chein”, that elusive ingredient that renders people so beloved. Her editorial style
is outstanding.
Above all, our students, beloved seniors 2020, you will never be replaced and never be forgotten.
We harbor much love and appreciation for all that you have contributed to the school with your
unique flavor. You rose to the challenging Covid experience with distinction. In the spirit of the
genealogy project, may you bequeath that flavor to many future generations that will dot the
landscape of our glorious nation.
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Mrs. Tsivia Yanofsky
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Cover designed by Alicia Russo capturing family
memories over the course of 150 years.
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An Anthology of Senior Student Family History Narratives

ענף עץ ״אבות״
A Branch of the Fathers’ Tree
Because each of us is a scion of the
Eishel Avraham,
the very tree that spawned the mission
and destiny of the Jewish people.

OFFSHOOTS

And
Because in these pages
you will find tender offshoots
of the far more extensive projects
they produced
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Because each of our students
Is a promising offshoot
Of her ancestral tree
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In Loving Memory of

Zev Wolfson

Rav Aharon Kotler, zt”l
with Zev Wolfson

A VISIONARY PHILANTHROPIST

Throughout my life, I have always aimed at goals that were at first glance totally beyond me, which at times appeared
unattainable. However, when I actually attempted to reach these goals, I often found that almost miraculously,
Hashem enabled me to achieve them.
These are the words of the legendary Reb Zev Wolfson z”l who emerged as a philanthropic visionary from the
humblest beginnings. Born in Vilna in 1928, Wolf Wolfowski’s formative years were shaped by the atrocities
of the Second World War. While his family was spared the Nazi brutality by a forced deportation to Siberia in
1941, their arduous journey in the years that followed had them struggling for scraps of food and crude forms
of shelter. With the passing of his father, Wolf, who was barely a teenager, became the breadwinner of the family.
His odd jobs allowed him to provide his father with burial and ensure the survival of the rest of the family. After
the war, Wolf, his mother and younger brother escaped the Soviet occupied zone and traversed the border to
Western Germany where they procured the necessary documents that allowed them to cross the Atlantic and
reach American shores. In 1947, at the age of nineteen, Wolf arrived at Manhattan’s West Side piers with about
$70 and a few gold coins his mother had smuggled out of Vilna. It was then that he changed his name to Zev
Wolfson.
The young Zev went to work with his uncle in a small New York electronics shop. Within months, he opened
his own retail shop, and soon after branched out to the wholesale sector which seemed to be more financially
promising. He became so successful that his sales expanded as far as Brazil. Blessed with keen business acumen,
and an abiding sense of the hand of G-d which guided him, he pursued bigger and bigger opportunities.
Mr. Wolfson’s meteoric rise to wealth was the fulfillment, perhaps, of the American rags-to-riches dream. It was
not, however, the realization of his own lofty goals. For Reb Zev, a man who had been robbed of his childhood
and deprived of a rich Jewish education, life would only have meaning if he could support and enable Jewish
education worldwide. For nearly seven decades he was ambitious, bold, and relentless in the pursuit of that
towering dream.

Beyond Israel, Mr. Wolfson supported nearly two hundred Jewish education or outreach programs in the United
States, spanning thirty different states and scores of cities. He was, as well, a mighty force in Jewish education
networks in Canada, France, the Former Soviet Union, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Germany.
Upon being introduced to Mr. Wolfson for the first time, the chairman of Merrill Lynch asked him how he had
acquired his wealth. “G-d gave it to me,” Zev replied, without hesitation. He felt no need to expand at that time.
But at his grandson’s Bar-Mitzvah, in the presence of his closest family members, he did elaborate:
My message to you is that when your dreams are noble and great, you should not be afraid of failures—even if failure
seems the most likely outcome. Dream the dream, take the initiative, and the rest is in the hands of Hakadosh Baruch
Hu…
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Due to his extraordinary humility and demands for anonymity, the full scope of Mr. Wolfson’s accomplishments
on behalf of the Jewish people will forever remain unkown. Yet some highlights of his singular achievements and
relationships could not escape the public eye. In the 1950’s, while still in his twenties, he came to the assistance of
Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l in saving the Chinuch Atzmai school network from financial collapse in the fledgling state
of Israel. To the astonishment of both Rav Aharon and Rav Zalman Sorotzkin in Eretz Yisrael, Zev Wolfson dared
to approach the American and Israeli governments for additional funding, which allowed them to build twenty
five schools throughout the state of Israel. In the 1960s and ’70s, and again with the help of US government
dollars, he established dozens of institutions for children of Jewish refugees from Arab lands, a group extremely
close to his heart. His passion extended to Jewish outreach among secular Israelis, and he funded projects to form
adult learning environments in which secular Israelis were paired with religious partners in university campuses
and communities. Migdal Ohr, Rabbi Yitzchak Dovid Grossman’s famed institution for orphaned and at-risk
youth, was also the beneficiary of Zev Wolfson’s magnanimous heart.
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In Loving Memory
of
Shira Zelefsky‘s Great-Grandparents

Lene & Natan Borlam
נתן נטע בן יקותיאל אליעזר
לאה בת שלמה זלמן
Their tzedakah and kindness
Will be remembered
Not just by the generations
of children they clothed
But by everyone who knew them.
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May their neshamos have an aliyah.
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Joseph and Daniella Zelefsky
Melvin and Anne Rothberger

In Loving Memory
of our Grandfather

Yosef Tzvi Katz, z”l

 זצ״ל,יוסף צבי בן משה הכהן כאץ
Born in 1927 in Szollos, Czechoslovakia,
Zeidy endured the horrors of the Holocaust.
Taken to Auschwitz in 1944
with his parents, sister, and brother,
he alone survived.
He was moved from one concentration camp to another
and suffered the pain and indignity of the Death March.
Yet thankfully he survived.
In 1947 he immigrated to Israel
and joined the Haganah
In the fight for Israeli independence in 1948.
In 1955, our grandfather traveled to America
where he met my grandmother,
and together they began a new life.

His infectious smile spread joy
And his generosity was reflected in his heart of gold.
He was loved and respected by everyone.

The Spitzer Family

Manhattan High School for Girls

Zeidy was a master of humor and good cheer
who never had a bad word to say about anyone.
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SOWING THE SEEDS
Ms. Chanie Gotlieb, Genealogy Project Founder & Director
“Once, the Roman Emperor Hadrian was walking along the road near Tiberias, when he saw an
old man planting fig trees. ‘Old man, old man,’ he said, ‘had you but risen early, you would not be
working so late; had you toiled in your youth, you would not be toiling in your dotage.’
The old man replied, ‘I did rise early, and I still work late, and what He desires, He has wrought.’
Hadrian retorted, ‘By your life, should you have the good fortune to eat its fruit, let me know.’
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In due course, the plants produced figs, and the old man said to himself, ‘Now is the time to inform
the king.’ What did he do? He filled a basket with figs, and he went up and stood at the palace-gate…”
(Vayikra Rabba)
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The emperor and the old man embrace conflicting worldviews1. The emperor believes that efforts
are necessarily rewarded with results. Thus, seeing the old man with a sapling and a spade he hastily
concludes that the man wasted his youth. Had he planted in his early years, surely he could have
retired comfortably in the autumn of his life. Furthermore, Hadrian dismisses the toil of the old
man as pointless for he is unlikely to taste the fruits of his labor. Yet the old man continues working,
undeterred. With the wisdom of age, he understands the more complex relationship between efforts
and results. Human investment never guarantees the desired outcome. When man plants a tree, he
takes a risk, whether he is young or old. Still, he is required to plant, knowing that the outcome is not
in his hands. Though he may not live to bring in the harvest, he painstakingly sows the seeds. His is a
long-term intergenerational philosophy. His work will benefit his offspring just as he benefited from
the efforts of his ancestors. The characters in the Midrash portray the stark contrast between Roman
and Jewish perceptions of success. The emperor who brutally suppressed the Bar Kokhba rebellion
with superior human military prowess added another proud chapter to the history of the Roman
1. https//:www.etzion.org.il/en/shiur-12-aggadot-elderly-planters-part-ii

Empire. Judea was defeated once more, but it wasn’t long before that same empire crumbled and the
Jewish people lived on. The untiring commitment to future generations, the energies expended on
transmitting to our children the vibrancy and relevance of our timeless ancestral legacy, have proven
triumphant.

This volume is the culmination of well over a year of genealogical explorations conducted by the
senior students of Manhattan High School for Girls. I was privileged to accompany them as they
labored to record the rich stories of their ancestors so that their descendants might one day enjoy
the fruit. Some have felt the excitement of conjoining the pieces of puzzles that had long been buried
in a drawer; others delighted in the unexpected and magical moments of new discovery. But not all
their efforts were met with success. Many of our young genealogists hit dead ends, unable to locate
misplaced documents and disappointed to discover that many of their initial research questions
remained unanswered. The stories presented in this anthology were not composed in passing. They
are the gratifying results of long hours of research; interviews with family members, digging into
archives, and sifting through documents and photos. I hope that our students and daughters will
savor the delicious fruit and continue planting for the future. I pray that their journeys have brought
them closer to their family roots, and made them proud of the branches upon which they are perched.

Manhattan High School for Girls

Our midrash appears in the context of orlah, the prohibition of eating the fruit which a tree has borne
in its first three years. This commandment postpones the ecstasy of ‘eating the fruits of our labor,’
perhaps to teach us patience; the rewards of great efforts are often long in coming. The ability to work
hard, though gratification is neither guaranteed nor immediate, is crucial to the success of a nation
with a historical mission that spans millennia.
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FOREWORD
Ms. Avigayil Meyer, Genealogy Associate Director & Mentor

Eleven months ago, Mrs. Yanofsky contacted me about joining the Manhattan High School
team and asked if I would mentor the senior class in their annual genealogical project.
With many years researching, cataloguing, selling and advising on rare and antique Judaica
– specifically, art, ceremonial objects, books and manuscripts - I felt this would be a new and
exciting way to share this knowledge: advising students in their research, discovering family
lore and uncovering sentimental artifacts.

One story I am particularly fond of began while sitting with a student in the MHS library.
Together, we discovered CNN footage showing her ancestor testifying before a U.S.
Congressional hearing which was presided over by a dark-haired senator from Delaware.
The senator thanked the other witnesses that day for allowing the Orthodox Jew to testify
first as it was Friday and he had to get home for Shabbos. That senator became the Vice
President of the United States and is now the Democratic nominee for president, Joe Biden.
I hope the girls enjoyed the year and the project as much as I did. They learned about research
techniques and how an artifact – be it a sefer, decorative object, manuscript, photograph or a
diary entry can help communicate and enhance the appreciation of a family’s history.

Manhattan High School for Girls

I was thrilled to help students learn more about their ancestors’ lives and meeting wonderful
people with fascinating stories: Surviving the devastation that was the Holocaust, finding a
name on the Kastner Train manifest, life on the Lower East Side at the turn of the century, an
earthenware dish to be shattered on Tisha B’Av, a shoe salesman in Brooklyn, a sefer Torah
in France, a feisty female journalist from Connecticut, an icon in Bais Yaakov movement,
run-ins with the Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina, a close relationship with Rabbi Moshe
Feinstein, a Ferris wheel, Ellis Island documents, a baby blanket gift from Rabbi Chaim Ozer
Grodzinski, being moser nefesh in Texas while serving in the U.S. Armed Forces, a capemaker for President Franklin D. Roosevelt, an actor in Cuba’s Yiddish Theater and the chief
rabbi of Jerusalem in the early 20th century.
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OFFSHOOTS: Theme Song
FATHER:
And as the child grew to be a man
You’ve asked, my son, for just one story more,
He tried to spread the word throughout his land
A tale that’s true and cuts right to the core
That all the world was ruled by just one G-d
Of who we are and what we’re meant to be
But folks got really mad and thought him odd.
And one that must be told to you by me.
There was a boy whose eyes were open wide
To all the wonders he beheld outside
And in his heart he soon began to see
A grand design in how they came to be.

The One and Only G-d, though, was impressed
And promised him that he’d be richly blessed
As countless as the grains of sand, indeed,
As many as the stars would be his seed.

CHORUS:
And if you ask me how I know it’s trueThis story that I’m passing on to youIt’s ‘cause I sat upon my papa’s knee
And heard it as he passed it on to me.
And as the generations come and go
The sons who will be men have got to know
To listen to the truths their fathers tell
So one day they can tell their sons as well.
FATHER:
There have, however, been much darker spots
In time the solemn oath of G-d came true
When Jewish fate was cast by die or lots
That started with one visionary Jew
Where raging fires fanned by heavy wind
Who like a strong and deeply rooted tree
Ravaged our great tree ‘till it was thinned.
Branched out and bore the fruit of destiny.
Millenia have since that time gone by
The boughs have fallen low or risen high
But never has the promise gotten old,
And the story still continues to be told.
The children have seen many golden years
And brought the word of G-d to new frontiers
At times they have been welcomed by their hosts
And proudly held the most respected posts.

Dismembered limbs were flung out far and wide
Lifeless, they were trampled, cast aside
Yet scattered in the ashes - who could know? Were hardy seeds that soon began to grow.
And while in exile offshoots did take root
And blossomed with the most amazing fruit
Which all trace back, including you and me
To branches of that old and mighty tree.
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SON:
So one day when I’m blessed to know the charm
I stand before you knowing very well
Of cradling young children in my arms
This story may quite soon be mine to tell
Who beg again for just one story more
And for my link to that first thoughtful Jew
About our family’s rich, enduring lore.
I turn my eyes and focus now on you.
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Yes, you who are the scions of the tree
Have much to tell about my ancestry;
I push and probe, perhaps a wee bit far
For you, alone, can tell me who we are.

I’ll look into their bright and soulful eyes
And softly tell them tales that mesmerize;
The chronicles that you have shared with me
That join us to that proud and timeless tree.

(LYRICS BY PESHI NEUBURGER; INSPIRED BY THE HEBREW SONG VE’HIGADETA LE’VINCHA BY LEAH LANDAU)

SECTION I

Scattered Seeds
...יִז ְר ֶﬠאל
ְ ִכּי ָגדוֹל יוֹם
יה ִלּי ָבּ ָא ֶרץ
ָ וּז ַר ְﬠ ִתּ
ְ
()הושע ב׳
For the day of Yizre’el is great....And I will plant her for Myself in the land

In a prophecy of hope and promise,
Hoshea Hanavi envisions the day on which
the sprouting of redemption
will be expressed through the ingathering of the exiles.
‘The Great Day of Yizre’el,’ as it is cryptically called, is deciphered by Malbim
with signature creativity and insight:

“Yizre’el is connected to the word zeriah, meaning ‘planting,’ for the galus may be viewed
as the site where kernels of wheat are sown deep within the ground. To the naive observer,
it may appear that these kernels have withered and rotted. Yet, with the passage of time,
they peep through and flourish, and bring forth an abundance of grain, far beyond
expectations. Similarly, from the exiles who took root in their lands of captivity, there
will burgeon a nation as countless as the sands along the shore. And the Day of Yizre’el...
that is the day on which the fruits of G-d’s seeding will be revealed to all nations, as He,
with a display of miracles and might, carries his sheaves off to the Land of Israel.”
(Malbim, Hoshea)

Manhattan High School for Girls

מענין זריעה
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Louis Spiro
SARA NORDLICHT
Louis Spiro, c. 1920

HIGH POINTS AND LOW
Louis Spiro never forgot the suffering he endured as a Jewish child
growing up in Poland. It was not uncommon for children to be
beaten up on their way home from cheder, and it was the intense
hatred they experienced which moved Louis, my great-grandfather,
and his brother Yosef to leave home as young teenagers, in 1914.
Louis started a new and happier life in America in 1918, but the
scars remained. Even in his later years, Louis would never allow
Polish to be spoken in his home.
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Article about Louis Spiro organizing minyanim
at Congregation Emanuel Statesville
Record and Landmark, March 9, 1931
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Congregation Emanuel, Statesville, NC

The first few years in America were spent with his aunt and uncle,
Leiba Pearl and Morris Newman, in Durham, North Carolina. In
1923, Louis met and married Rose Shapiro, and the newlyweds
moved to Statesville, North Carolina. Once there, they opened
The Peoples Store, where they sold mainly women’s ready-to-wear
clothing. Judging by the advertisements they ran in local newspapers,
it was a successful business.
While living in Statesville, Louis and Rose obtained their American
citizenship. All three of their children, Jacqueline, Mary Anna, and
Jack, were born in that town. The local Jewish community was not
very large. Leible Spiro was among the first people to organize regular
minyanim in the local synagogue, Congregation Emanuel. He also

Interior of Congregation Emanuel

blew shofar on Rosh Hashanah. Kosher meat was hard
to come by, so Louis learned the expertise of shechitah,
ritual slaughter, from the Lithuanian-trained Rabbi
Chaim Williamowsky, who ultimately certified him as
a shochet. Despite his credentials, Louis was reluctant
to bear the responsibility for the kashrus of others, and
only shechted for his own family.
After Jack was born, the family relocated to High
Point, N.C. where there was a stronger Orthodox
community. There, too, they began a ladies’ clothing
store called the Rose Shop. High Point boasted an
Orthodox synagogue (Congregation Bnei Israel,) as
well as a mikveh. As it turned out, though, the time
they spent there was anything but the high point of
the Spiros’ life in America. In the 1920’s, the Ku Klux
Klan, an American white supremacist hate group
which was founded in 1865 but had been dormant
since 1871, reared its head again. This second Klan
was instigated by the film The Birth of a Nation
which portrayed the first Klan in a positive light, as
well as by the anti-immigrant sentiment at the time.
Dressed in white hooded robes and conical caps, its

secret members sought to incite terror among blacks,
Catholics, and Jews. They heinously burned crosses on
residential front lawns, held threatening marches, and
even performed gruesome public lynchings. The Ku
Klux Klan was active nationwide, and in High Point
as well. In 1935, a Klan member warned Louis that
he had better leave within 48 hours if he loved his
family, as violence was being planned. Sadly, the antiSemitism that he had so abhorred in his youth reared
its ugly head again in the Land of the Free. Louis held
a final sale at the Rose Shop before packing up and
leaving. His youngest child, Jack, was only two-and-ahalf years old.
Unflinching in his faith, Spiro persevered. The family
moved to Washington, D.C. where they resided in
an apartment above their third ladies’ clothing store.
Eventually, Louis gave up the business, and spent the
remainder of his life serving the Jewish community;
both as a mashgiach supervising kashrus for the local
rabbinical council, and as a shamash. He remained in
the country’s capital until his death in 1968.

Advertisement for
The Peoples Store in its heyday

The Peoples Store Final Sale
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The Szpiro family in Mlawa, Poland c. 1917
Standing: Louis’ siblings, Esther, Yosef, and Bracha Szpiro
Seated: His parents, Feiga Rivka and Moshe Tzvi Szpiro
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Bella Golda

and Yitzchak Moshe
Gelnievsky

The Gelnievsky family, 1939. Bella
Golda is holding Yehuda, standing next
to Yitzchak Moshe, with Shmuel in front.

ZAHAVA GILONI

החוט המשולש לא במהרה ינתק
THREE-POINT TURN
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Our lucky number is three. Over three generations,
spanning three countries and cultures, my
paternal ancestors have chosen repeatedly, and
sometimes inexplicably, to cling to the spiritual
legacy of their forebears. In doing so, they have
paved and illuminated an enriching path for me,
and all of their descendants.
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Our story begins with my great-grandparents,
Bella Golda and Yitzchak Moshe Gelnievsky,
who began their married life together in 1929, in
Pietrokow, Poland. Eager to be free of the antiSemitism which was all too common in Poland,
Yitzchak Moshe set out for Brazil two weeks
after their wedding, hoping to make his way to
America and send for Bella to join him. The Great
Depression had severely affected the immigration
quotas, and although he had an aunt living in
New York, Yitzchak Moshe was unsuccessful in
getting passage to the United States. He found
employment in Brazil, but his life took a fateful
turn one day, when on his way to or from work
he passed a church and failed to remove his hat.
Offended by this blatant disrespect (of which he
was totally unaware,) a Christian woman smacked
him and called him a dirty Jew. At that moment,
my great-grandfather understood that the only

place for him was Palestine. He wrote to his wife
informing her that they would be moving there,
and shortly thereafter returned to Poland. But not
for long. About a year later, with their first son
in hand, the young couple began to prepare for
Aliyah. Yitzchak Moshe became active in a Zionist
Socialist group; it was through that party that he
succeeded in obtaining papers from the British
government allowing him entry into Palestine.
It was also as a result of socialist doctrines that
he veered from the faith of his Chassidic father,
and his Orthodox upbringing. In 1938, the
Gelnievskys settled in Tel-Aviv.
My grandfather, Yehuda, was born a year later.
When he was three or four years old, the family
moved to Tel Aviv, on the outskirts of Yafo, where
his father opened a carpentry business. There
was, at that time, a scarcity of food in Palestine,
and Shmuel, Yehuda’s older brother, recalls that
once,Yehuda was so hungry that their father
removed some food from his own mouth and
gave it to his young son. Interestingly, Yitzchak
Moshe sent Yehuda to the religious Tachkemoni
grade school, after which the young boy worked
for an upholsterer during the day and pursued his
high school studies at night. After tenth grade, and

before he was old enough
to be drafted, Yehuda joined the
military as the youngest soldier in his unit.
As the smallest and thinnest of the men in his group he
was often called upon to fit into small, strategic spaces.
He fought as a paratrooper in the 1956 Sinai Campaign,
which sought to put an end to terrorist incursions into
Israel and to remove the Egyptian blockade of Eilat.
After being discharged from the military, Yehuda felt
compelled to “see the world.” His first stop was America,
where he spent a year and a half with his great-aunt
Hendel, and met my grandmother. Before they married,
he returned briefly to Israel. He was astounded to find that
his father (who had by now changed his name to the biblical
Giloni,) had begun to attend shul. To this day, it is unclear
what prompted this change, but when Yehuda entered his
house after a year’s hiatus, his father was studying and
reading from the Torah. Astonished, he asked what was
going on. No real answer was forthcoming, but Yehuda
realized from the precision with which Yitchak Moshe
leined, that he must have been a crackerjack ba’al koreh
before the war, and before his religious change of heart.
And that he was on his way back.

חרס הנשבר
An EarthShattering
Custom

Coty Finegold, my
grandmother, cherishes
this ornate earthenware
bowl as a souvenir of one of
the most memorable Moroccan minhagim. Every
year on Tisha B’av, young children would be sent
out by their parents to purchase bowls of this
sort. Predictably, because of their fragility, many
of them would be accidentally shattered, on the
way home or while showing them to friends. This
would cause the youngsters to cry, and afford
the parents an opportunity to highlight for their
underage children (who were not fasting) the
aptness of weeping on the day of the destruction
of the Beit HaMikdash.

Coty (Dahan)
Finegold’s
Moroccan
passport, 1968

Yehuda and his bride settled in the New York area, where
he took advantage of his early training and opened an
upholstery business. The couple had two sons, my father
Avi and his brother Gavriel. Interestingly enough, and
following the pattern of his father before him, Yehuda chose, as his children grew into adolescence, to
provide them with a religious environment. They attended a yeshiva day school beginning in junior
high, and moved from a conservative temple to an orthodox Young Israel, despite the family’s somewhat
more secular lifestyle. Eventually, history repeated itself, and my grandfather became more committed to
Judaism. He was determined to have a home where his children would be comfortable, and which would
be consonant with the values being taught to them in school. He and my grandmother boldly embraced
shemiras Shabbos, and lo and behold, he, too, dusted off the leining skills he had acquired as a Bar-Mitzvah
boy in Israel, and began reading from the Torah, with meticulous precision, in shul.
Today, true to our legacy, my brother Moshe, who carries the name of our great-grandfather Yitzchak
Moshe, leins for our shul several times a year! Three generations and counting!

!החוט המשולש לא במהרה ינתק
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My brother, Moshe,
at his bar mitzvah;
continuing our
family legacy of
kriyat haTorah.
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Shlomo Nakhshon
ETTIE GUELFGUAT

SOMETHING FROM

(NEXT TO) NOTHING

If only the notebook had not been misplaced. The full record of the stories and memories that my great-grandfather
shared with his son, Benyomin, at his bedside in the weeks before he died. Surely they would have made it easier
to know, and paint a portrait of Shlomo Nakhshon, a man who was a cut above average in intelligence and
kindness. Instead, I had to make do with a four page commissioned biography and the oral recollections of his
children. Yet perhaps my efforts to create something from next to nothing reflect the struggles of an ancestor who
repeatedly did just that.
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“When my father passed away, and it was hard for my mother to
provide for us, I, at the age of 14-15, decided to help her but was
unable to do so because of the unemployment.” These moving
lines were written by Shlomo Nakhshon, my paternal greatgrandfather in 1960 in Novosibirsk, Russia. By then the child
who had been left with nothing had made something of his life.
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Shlomo Nakhshon was born in 1909 in Novograd Volynsky,
Ukraine. His family endured the most turbulent times in
Russian history; WWI, the Communist Revolution and WWII.
Shlomo’s father, Zivel, served twice in the Russian army, and
was paralyzed by wounds he sustained in WWI. He died at the
age of 39, leaving his wife, Frida, to bear the financial burden of
their five orphaned children. Her two seamstressing jobs were
not enough to support the six of them. It seems, as well, that the
toll of Communism on their family went beyond the physical;
Yiddishkeit was reduced to its bare bones. It took much spading
into the memories of Shlomo’s children, my grandmother and
great-uncle, to unearth a picture of the family’s Jewish identity.
This emerged in disparate pieces of information. Shlomo grew up
knowing only his Jewish birthday, and it was not until adulthood
that he calculated the corresponding secular date. His first
language was Yiddish, and he also knew how to read Hebrew,
suggesting that he may have gone to cheder, something we will
never know for sure. His younger brother, Akiva, had a bris

The four page autobiography presented by Shlomo to the Russian
supervisor of his engineering unit in Novosibirsk, Russia, August 1960. It is
entitled “Abbreviated Autobiography,” and is signed “Nakhshon.”

My paternal great-grandfather, Shlomo
Nakhshon, together with the cast of
the Yiddish Theatre of Havana, Cuba,
1930. In this production about Jews
during the Russian Revolutionary era,
Shlomo acted as a factory worker.
Inscription reads: Drama division of the
culture club. ““( ”בלוטBlood,” the title
of the play) of D. Arshansky. Director
Brandenburg, 1930, Havana.

milah, which leads us to believe that
Shlomo did as well. But perhaps their
strongest anchor to our mesorah was
Pesach. Engraved in the memory of
Shlomo’s nephew, Alexander, is a
picture of Frida, in 1950’s Leningrad,
baking matzos in secret, and using a tailoring instrument to form the perforations. Viewed against the backdrop
of Soviet oppression, these small gestures of observance were courageous acts of religious defiance.

(From right to left): Shlomo Nakhshon in work uniform,
holding Benyamin on his lap, Ettel Berhin (Shlomo’s mother
in law,) Iraida, and Nesya (Shlomo’s wife.) Ufa, Russia, 1951.

Back in Russia, where shortages were the norm, Shlomo
again proved himself adept at creating something
from practically nothing. His son Benyamin proudly
remembers him tailoring a winter coat from scraps. Later,
as an engineer during WWII, he rebuilt bridges that
had been destroyed on the front lines. Most significant
of all, though, are his descendants who have been true
to, and furthered his goals and values; they are well
educated, highly professional, profoundly spiritual, and
deeply religious; indeed it is through them that Shlomo
Nakhshon truly created something from next to nothing.
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In his autobiography, written for an employer many decades later, Shlomo recounted, “my mother decided
to send me to our relatives in America where at the time three of her sisters and one of her brothers were. In
1925 in June or July she sent me to Havana, Cuba where our relatives lived”. In fact, the family is unaware of
any relatives living in either of those places. A little probing reveals that employees were required to submit
such autobiographies to their employers; these served as resumes, and more importantly as documents for the
Communist authorities attesting to the ‘clean’ background of the worker. Shlomo, we surmised, fabricated these
relatives to make his trip to Cuba seem natural, for it was well-known that the Soviets eyed with suspicion anyone
who had lived abroad. But the Cuba trip was true, and at sixteen years old, a very brave Shlomo Nakhshon
set out across the ocean where there was work. Unlike most Russian Jews who headed for the United States,
Shlomo settled in Havana, Cuba. Was that destination a second choice? Was he unable to enter the U.S. because
of the strict quotas at that time? We may never know for sure. But we do know that, equipped only with the
tailoring skills he had learned from his father in early childhood, Shlomo found employment with several other
Jewish-Russian teenagers in a men’s suit factory. In the little spare time that he had, Shlomo joined the amateur
Yiddish Theater where he was cast (most appropriately) as a worker, in a play about the Jews during the Russian
Revolutionary era. The photographs of those years indicate that life in Cuba was far more luxurious than the
one he had left behind in the Soviet Union. And yet, inexplicably, after six years he traveled back home. There is
much family talk about a particular letter which no one alive today has ever seen. In it, it is believed that Shlomo’s
family shared with him rumors of the impending closing of the Soviet borders. We can only guess that the fear
of being cut off from his beloved family compelled this
noble young man to forego the life of greater comfort,
and return to Russia as a Soviet citizen while it was still
possible to do so.
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A PERSIAN EXODUS
HANNAH SETAREH
From Ali Baba to Aladdin, Persian folklore has long charmed children
and adults alike. But truth is sometimes stranger than fiction, and the
stories of Jewish Persian children who escaped from Iran nearly half a
century ago are no less entrancing. My father’s family traces its roots
back to Iran, or Persia, since Churban Bayis Rishon on his father’s
side, and the Spanish expulsion of 1492 on his mother’s. For centuries,
Persian Jews remained true to their heritage and maintained a strong
and rich identity, despite the numerous discriminatory rules imposed
on them by hostile regimes. My father, though, grew up in the best of
times, under the rule of the Shah who allowed the Jewish community, to
thrive. Life was good for the Jews. him and his family.

The Setareh family: Shamsi (holding
their youngest son David) and Eliyas
with their children Eliana, my father
Raﬁ, and Yedid, Jerusalem, 1973

The Islamist Revolution of 1979 shook things ups. There were military
confrontations and shootings. My father recalls picking up his little
brother from school and running with him from the demonstrations to
the safety of their home. With the overthrow of the Shah, Persian Jews
feared that life in Iran would change drastically. While the new leadership
insisted that Jews were safe, they decried Israel and Zionism. Many Jews
understood that a deep connection to Eretz Israel was inseparable from
their Jewish identity. This was certainly true for my father, who, as a
young boy, had visited Israel on three occasions with his family, and
had indelible memories of those pilgrimages. It is not surprising that his
parents were among those who looked for opportunities to send their
children to a safer place.
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In the spring of 1979, my grandparents sat my father down and told
him about Operation Exodus, a Chabad children’s rescue effort, which
was prepared to take hundreds of Iranian Jewish youngsters to America.
He bravely packed his bags, ready to preserve the family name. He said
goodbye to his father in the Tehran airport, a 12-year old boy-going off
to America with many other children, but alone.
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A week later, equipped with students’ visas procured at the American
embassy in Italy, they were on a TWA flight bound for New York. My
father sentimentally recalls the border control officer who said to him,
My father, Raﬁ, age 3, visiting Israel for the ﬁrst time with his
father Eliya Setarah, Jerusalem,1969. (Note: Raﬁ’s tallit, as per the
Persian custom to don a tallit at a very young age)

After high school, my father began a
gemstone business in New York, but his
heart was never far from his family. He
grew concerned as reports came back of
worsening conditions in revolutionary
Iran. Many young boys were being drafted
into the army, and my father, just eighteen
years old, begged his parents to find a way
to send his fifteen year old brother, Yedid,
to him. Plans were formulated. At that
point, the only way to escape was with the
help of expert smugglers. From the back of
a speeding truck amid terrifying gunfire, to
a mountainous trek by foot, to three plane
rides, Yedid made his way, first to Pakistan,
then Vienna, and finally the United States.
The seven month journey ended when my
father picked his younger brother up at JFK
airport.

Jewish children arriving in the US
from Iran during Operation Exodus

Raﬁ’s Bar mitzvah celebration,
Raﬁ (center), Crown Heights, 1979
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Five weeks later my father became a barmitzvah. He had packed the precious tefillin
which his mother had purchased for him in
Israel, and now he took them out, donning
them privately in his room. When he arrived
at school a counselor urged him to go back
and grab his tefillin, and together they
rushed to join the minyan at 770 Eastern
Parkway. My father was called to the Torah
for the second aliyah, after which he found
himself standing next to the Rebbe, who
always got shlishi.

Photo Credit: NCFJE Archives

“welcome to America!” In retrospect, he
understands that those were the words which
began the transplantation of his family in
American soil. The Jewish Iranian children
moved into a hospital in Crown Heights
which had been converted into a dormitory.
A week after their arrival they celebrated
their exodus from Iran together with the
ancient traditions marking zman cherutenu.
Both nights of Pesach were observed in
communal sedarim, but the second was
unforgettable, because they witnessed a
‘splitting of the sea’ as the Lubavitcher Rebbe
entered to bestow a bracha upon all of them.
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Raﬁ Setareh (the boy in rapt attention in the
center) participating in the distribution of
the kos shel brachah of the Lubavitcher, 770
Eastern Parkway, Isru Chag Pesach, 1979
JEM / The Living Archive 126154

Four years later, it was my Uncle David’s
turn to be rescued. Again, a smuggler
was hired, and the escape of a handful
of Jewish boys began in the back of a
truck, with many close calls along the
way. They obtained UN travel passes
in Quetta, Pakistan just before Yom
Kippur. David refused to travel on the
holiest day of the year, so for 25 hours
he remained in his hotel room with
a fellow refugee, chanting whatever
prayers they could remember. The
journey continued the next night, and nearly a year later, in May 1990, he was reunited with his two brothers in
America. The same year saw the immigration of my aunt Elana, though unlike her brothers’ journey, hers was
not fraught with danger. Once she had overcome the difficulty of obtaining a passport, she traveled uneventfully
to Vienna where she sought and was granted asylum to the USA.
With all their children safely settled in the United States, it was only a matter of time until my grandparents
followed suit. My grandmother came in 1992, and my grandfather made the final move seven years later. It had
been two long decades, but at long last the entire family was reunited.
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Photo Credit: NCFJE Archives
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As I reflect on the formidable challenges my family faced so that I could grow up as a proud and unafraid Jew in
America, I am enormously grateful. I realize that the courage my father and uncles showed—their “it was what we
had to do, it was our duty, it had to be done” attitude— was extraordinary. And I understand that in life, we never
know when we may need to say good-bye, and must cherish every moment we are able to spend with family.

Newly arrived Persian Jewish children learning
about their Jewish heritage, Crown Heights, 1979

The Gift of Torah
ITA SCHECHTER
Pesach Schechter, my great-great grandfather, was a
pushkart owner on the Lower East Side in the 1920’s. He
also served as shamash of the Longsleight Shteibel for
twenty five years. The shul members, like his wife Chaya
Sarah, were landsleit from the town of Kolbuszowa in
Poland. When the shul closed its doors in the 1970s, they
gifted him with this Torah scroll, in appreciation for his
tireless efforts on their behalf.
(Note the poignancy of the date of his yahrzeit, Simchas
Torah)

Cover-Up

Failah Schenkelewski (nee Rothschild), my great-great-grandmother, lived in Hamburg, Germany, and raised six
children there. She died in Hamburg in 1939. Failah embroidered this piece and used it as a cover to hide her rack
of towels, l’kavod Shabbos. It now hangs framed in my grandparents’ dining room.
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SARA NORDLICHT
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A STROLL DOWN MEMORY LANE
AYLI TAVAKOLY
In the summer of 2016, just before starting high school, I visited Iran for the third time. Shiraz, the city of my
birth, held many happy memories for me. The days were filled with laughter, quality family time, and even
making lavashak with my grandmother, who makes Persian fruit leather like nobody else. I spent great times
strolling down memory lane with my mother. We visited the hospital where I was born. We rang the doorbell to
my old apartment and were greeted by an elderly lady whose eyes went wide with excitement when she realized
who we were. “Gafelgir shodam,” “I am shocked - It feels like it was just yesterday that you were 3 years old running
around. It flew by so fast!” she said. And of course, we went shopping. Shopping for my aunt’s wedding, shopping
for gifts to bring home, shopping for clothing for high school.
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One day, feeling very independent, I decided to shop on my own. My feet led me along familiar streets and
sign posts to a clothing store called Iran Meniroos. I entered, and was warmly welcomed and embraced by the
same employees who had worked
there in my childhood. The saleslady
in the denim section exclaimed,
“bavaram nemishe khe injahastee”“I can’t believe that you are here!”.
We spoke for a bit and I found a
comfortable place behind the cashier
to sit and watch the customers. As
I sat there, the mandatory hijab1
sitting uncomfortably on my head, I
remembered, ‘if it weren’t for this store,
My family in front of a Shiraz cafe, summer of 2016.
(left to right) Ayli, my grandparents Maman Farah and Baba Javid, my
I wouldn’t be anywhere today!’ I tried
brother Elyon, my sister Ayelet seated on my mother, Yona’s, lap
hard to imagine my grandmother,
Farah, at eighteen - the age I am today. The Islamist Revolution had begun, and her life had instantly changed.
Her hair had to be covered with a hijab (even more oppressive than the one worn by Persian women today,) and
her new baggy wardrobe concealed her body shape. Fashionable clothing produced in western countries was
prohibited, which meant that she and her peers could not wear most designer clothes or even denim jackets.
One day, perhaps in an impulsive moment of wanting something cool to wear, my grandmother walked into Iran
Meniroos, just as I had done a few minutes before. She ended up finding quite a good piece of merchandise inside.
The store was owned by a young man named Javid Beityakov. He had just returned from the army, and the two
took a liking to each other. Both families approved of the union, and in 1982 they were married.
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Brought back to the present by sounds of my grandfather preparing to close up shop, I got ready to leave. We
drove home together, and in the warmth of my grandfather’s loving attention, I felt grateful that he and my
grandmother had met that day. And as we entered their front yard, I slipped the hijab off my head.

1. A head covering worn in public by some Muslim women, and required to be worn by all women in Iran

Moshe Soled
SHOSHANA ESCOTT

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

Moshe Soled, circa 1890.
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Moshe Soled offers a playful rendition of
his family’s ride through the generations
from 1884 through 1937. In each car, there
is a collage of family members of that year.
Moshe Soled, himself, is pictured in the top
left corner with an earlier design of his family
tree. In the top right corner, he highlights
a photograph of the family celebrating the
first night of Chanukah, which appeared in
the Yiddish newspaper, the Forverts (aka
The Forward.) On one of the scrolls on
the bottom, he includes the obituary of his
illustrious mechutan, Rav Yaakov Eskolsky,
one of the founders of the Ezras Torah fund,
and my great-great-grandfather.
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“A Remarkable Picture of Jewish Life,” is the title of this mini autobiography
of Moshe Soled (1868-1942), presented to his family in 1937, on the
occasions of his ﬁftieth wedding anniversary and his grandson’s Bar
Mitzvah. In it he describes his own ride on life’s wheel of fortune, including
the poverty of his youth, the joyful bliss of his marriage, the burning of
his home, his business at its peak and in ruin, the challenges of raising
his family, and the saga of his immigration to America. Each paragraph,
be it a depiction of triumph or defeat, concludes with the same mantra:
Gam Zu Letovah. That lesson, which he imbibed from a melamed of his
youth in Pinsk, is the legacy he bequeaths to his family: “Let all these
be for an example, a mirror for reﬂection to our whole family never
to lose hope whatever may happen but to work and wait conﬁdent
in heart that the Lord can make the worst turn out for the best.”
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50th wedding anniversary of Moshe and Esther
Soled, highlighted in The Jersey Journal, 1937.
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Wedding of Rose (Raizel) Soled, daughter of Moshe
Soled and the great-grandmother for whom I am
named, and Paul (Pinchas) Eskolsky, Rav Yaakov
Eskolsky’s son, February 1923, New York City.
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I can’t remember much about first grade, but I do remember the poster on the wall entitled Gam Zu Letovah. It
depicted a young girl, disappointed at having just missed her bus. My teacher explained that while some things in
life may seem to go all wrong, we often find out that they are wonderful moments of Hashem’s goodness. Perhaps,
she suggested, the bus was involved in an accident and the girl was spared great pain. She made it seem as if you
would always discover the good shortly after the “bad.” And that was my introduction to the idea that everything
which happens is for the best. But the power and poignancy of my great-great-grandfather’s life reflections moved
me to appreciate that in real life this is much easier said than believed. In fact, all events are for the best, though
the understanding of some may elude us. That is the substance of our faith.
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SECTION 2

תמרים וארזים

Date Palms and Cedar Trees
flourish like a date
palm, Like a cedar in the
Lebanon he will grow tall.
(Tehillim 92)

He compared him to a
date palm and a cedar tree
For they stand taller
than all other trees.
(Radak)

צדיק כתמר
יפרח כארז
בלבנון ישגה
()תהלים צ“ב

,המשילו לתמר ולארז
לפי שהם גבוהים
מכל האילנות

()רד“ק

Throughout Jewish history
unique individuals have arisen
who stood head and shoulders
above their surroundings.
They saw further,
reached higher,
and had the courage
to attempt what others did not.
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A righteous man will
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LAST LETTERS,

EVERLASTING IMPRESSIONS
CHANI SHULMAN
“If we don’t survive, don’t mourn for us, because we
are dying Al Kiddush Hashem.” These are the words
which Rav Yisroel Levovitz penned in a letter written
to his family during the Holocaust, in Av of 1944. He
did not survive. Neither did his wife Chava or their
three children. But Chava’s letters to her father and
stepmother, Rabbi Yitzchak and Feige Kossowsky,
have endured, and are in my grandmother’s possession
to this day. From these letters, it is clear to me that
Chava was a caring daughter, wife, and mother. Even
as she began to experience the trials of the Holocaust,

her primary concern was the distress she caused her
family in sharing her hardships: “All these months, the
pain and worry you feel from our troubles doesn’t let
me rest.”
Chava’s mother, Leah Grodzinksi, was the sister of the
renowned Rav Chaim Ozer Grodzinski. Because of
this blood connection, Chava formed a relationship
with the great rabbi, and my grandmother recalls in
amazement that Chava and her husband Rav Yisroel
would visit their uncle every day. Rav Chaim Ozer
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In a letter to her parents,
Chava uses every inch of
space to share her life with
them. Among other daily-life
experiences she describes her
comfortable relationships with
the luminaries of Lithuanian
Jewry, the Brisker Rav and
Rav Chaim Ozer Grodzinski.
Note the highlighted lines,
where she recaps her visit
to Rav Chaim Ozer and
the Brisker Rav’s family.
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Included at the bottom of Rav
Yeruchom Levovitz’s gravestone is
an inscription dedicated to his son
Yisroel, Yisroel’s wife Chava, and
their three children: “In memory
of the holy and pure ones, my
son, Rav Yisroel Halevi, his wife
Chava, daughter of Rav Yitzchok,
and their children, Leah, Meir, and
Ruchama, of blessed memory.” This
picture was taken by my friend and
classmate, Yael Weinberg, on her
visit to Pinsk this past winter. She
noticed the names of my murdered
relatives whom I had mentioned
in a conversation discussing my
research. My grandmother was
moved when she saw the engraved
names for the ﬁrst time.

Grodzinski carried on his shoulders the weight of the entire Lithuanian Jewish
community, a heavy burden in the turbulent years leading up to the Holocaust.
The demands on his time and energy were unending, yet “they [Chava and Rav
Yisroel] would sit and chat [with him]. Can you imagine!?” Apparent from
her letters, Chava would consult Rav Chaim Ozer on even the most mundane
questions. In one of her letters to her parents, Chava shares that she and Rav
Yisroel attended his brother, Rav Simcha Zissel’s wedding. They had considered
taking their oldest daughter with them, but Rav Chaim Ozer ““( ”לא יעץdid not
advise”) bringing five-year old Leah along.
A few years ago, my cousin Sara Devorah, the great-great-granddaughter of Rav
Yitzchok Kossowsky, married the great-grandson of Rav Yerucham Levovitz.
What a joyous milestone that was, when, at long last, the two families who had
first been joined with the union of R’ Yisroel and Chava Levovitz Hy”d, were
reunited through the marriage of their progeny several generations later!

This blanket was gifted by Rav Chaim Ozer Grodzinski to my great-grandparents,
Yechiel and Chiena Kossowsky, when my Savta, Rebbetzin Rywka Shulman,
was born in the summer of 1940. They took it with them on all their travels
between Vilna and South Africa, to where they immigrated in 1943 in time to
be spared the horrors of the Nazi occupation. In 1965, the blanket travelled
with Chiena to America, where she gave it to my grandmother as a wedding
gift. Because my father is named after Rav Chaim Ozer, Savta thought this
keepsake belonged in his possession, and she presented it to him in 1989.
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Chava and Yisroel’s wedding photo. Standing (left to right): Rav Yehuda Lev
Kagan (Chava’s brother-in-law, married to her sister Devorah), Rav Yisroel
Levovitz, Rav Yechiel Michel Kossowsky (Chava’s brother and my paternal
great-grandfather), Feige (Goskind) Kossowsky (wife of Rav Kossowsky),
Chaim Kossowsky (Chava’s brother). Sitting (left to right): Rav Yeruchom
Levovitz (Rav Yisroel’s father), Rav Yitzchok Kossowsky (Chava’s father).
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Rav Yosef Chaim
Sonnenfeld
NOA KLEIN

A SEPARATE PEACE

Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld, zt”l was both a
fighter and a man of peace. Uncompromising in his
convictions, Rav Yosef Chaim built a community
entirely disassociated from, and critical of, any outside
antithetical influences which might taint its purity.
At the same time, he was steadfast in his pursuit of
peace, and maintained deep and respectful personal
relationships with colleagues who embraced the very
ideologies he rejected.

to Jerusalem in 1873. There, he developed close ties
with the outstanding Jewish leaders of the Holy City,
including Rav Meir Auerbach, zt”l, Rav Yehoshua Leib
Diskin, zt”l (whom he assisted at the legendary Diskin
orphanage,) and Rav Shmuel Salant, zt”l. At his core,
though, he was true to the ideals of his early Hungarian
mentors, whose separatist approach vis a vis the nonobservant element of their communities informed his
own leadership.

Born in Verbau, Hungary, the young Chaim (the name
Yosef was added when, as a young man, he became
deathly ill) quickly worked his way up the ladder of
Torah accomplishment. From the Verbau Yeshiva,
he moved on to be a disciple of the Ksav Sofer in
Pressburg, and after his marriage, he became the prized
pupil of Rav Avrohom Schaag, whom he followed

After the passing of Rav Salant, Rav Sonnenfeld
emerged as spiritual leader of the yishuv hayashan, the
long-standing non-Zionist denomination in Israel. It
was then that his separatist ideology found practical
expression in Jerusalem. Rav Yosef Chaim advocated
for the development of cocooned ultra-orthodox
communities outside of the Old City. Most notably, he
was instrumental in establishing Batei Ungarin, which
is currently a thriving chareidi neighborhood located
just beyond Me’ah Shearim. He served, as well, as Av
Beit Din of Jerusalem’s Eidah Hachareidit which he
founded.
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It was on Rav Yosef Chaim’s watch that the
establishment and governance of a sovereign Jewish
state by non-Torah abiding Jews seemed inevitable.
This revolutionary phenomenon required sage
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Rav Yossef Chaim Sonenfeld with Rav
Avraham Yitzchak Hacohern Kook

R’ Yosef Chaim’s Signature

guidance, and the rabbinic leadership was divided.
Rav Yosef Chaim was insistent that the Yishuv in
Jerusalem remain thoroughly distanced from a
secularly run state. This ran counter to the approach
of Rav Avraham Yitzchak HaKohen Kook, zt”l, who
appreciated the contribution of the irreligious settlers
to the rebuilding of the Holy Land, and loved them
for it. The debate was fierce, but Rav Sonnenfeld was a
master at remaining separate, yet peaceful. He happily
joined his dear friend Rav Kook for the legendary Masa
Hamoshavot, an expedition which brought forth their
shared passion. Together, the two saintly men rode by
mule to visit the Zionist pioneers in the Galil and urged
them to abandon their socialism and embrace Torah
u’mitzvot instead. They particularly tried to strengthen
Shabbat observance, Torah education, and the giving
of ‘terumot u’ma’asrot’ on these farming settlements.

Rabbi Sonenfeld (second from left) at the reception of the
British High Commissioner, Mandatory Palestine, 1920
Sitting to the right of Rabbi Sonenfeld is Rabbi Yerucham Diskin,
son of Rabbi Yehoshua Leib Diskin. R’ Yosef Chaim assisted the
senior R’ Diskin with community activities, including the founding of
schools, the Diskin Orphanage, and the ﬁght against secularism.

Because he was vehemently opposed to a Jewish
state devoid of Torah, Rav Yosef Chaim was well
positioned to negotiate the co-existence of Arabs and
Jews in Israel. His was the voice of peace, and when
he would walk between his home and shul, the local
Arabs would rise in deference. He earned their trust
with his well-known speech after the 1929 Hebron
Massacre begging for civility, and by writing letters to
the Muslim Congress of Jerusalem. Most remarkably,
he left his spiritual comfort zone of Eretz Yisrael to
personally meet with King Hussein in Jordan.

Rare broadside of R’ Yosef Chaim’s public response to the Arab
riots of 1929, caused by the dispute between Arab and Jewish
communities over access to the Western Wall and culminating in
the Chevron Massacre on August. 24. The Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem’s
“Message” is a fervent plea for peace following the tragedy.

Correspondence regarding the kashrus of meat sold in the Meah Shearim
market. Rabbi Sonnenfeld’s handwritten response appears at the bottom
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All of his activism notwithstanding, Rav Sonnenfeld
was a prolific writer who authored commentaries
and responsa on all areas of Jewish scholarship,
including Torah, Talmud, and the Shulchan Aruch.
These are printed en masse and studied by many
b’nei Torah today. Yet more than by his written word,
it was through his unique character which was kind
yet unyielding, that Zeide Chaim taught us that it is
possible, at once, to be both principled and peaceful.
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HE WAS MY ANCESTOR
He was kind. He was brilliant. He was humble. He was
principled. He was pious.
Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld was a legend. And the
legends abound.
He was kind. Every Friday night, R’ Chaim the yeshiva
bochur would mysteriously disappear for several
minutes. One leil Shabbos, determined to find out where
he went, his friends followed him, and discovered him
knocking on the door of a basement apartment in the
poorer district of Pressburg. An elderly lady living
alone opened up expectantly, happy to receive a kindly
‘gut shabbos’ from her loyal visitor. She was not related
to him, Rav Yosef Chaim explained to his friends, but
how could he squander the opportunity to bring joy to
a lonely woman who had raised her sons to be talmidei
chachamim?
He was brilliant. Rav Yosef Chaim’s father passed away
at a young age, and his mother, who had been left alone
with several children, remarried. Her new husband was
awed by the brilliance of the young boy. When he saw
his stepson solve, in seconds, a mathematical problem
for which the teacher had allotted three hours, he
suggested that he be educated in a prestigious secular
school. It was only the young Chaim’s insistence that
he devote all his energies to the study of Torah which
ensured that this did not happen.
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He was humble. Brilliant though he was, Rav Yosef
Chaim took great pains to hide his talents and unique
abilities. At meetings with fellow Talmidei Chachamim,
he would frequently quote long passages from the
Talmud in order to illustrate some point or another.
This would immediately be followed by an excuse as
to why he remembered the text so well; he had only
recently learned it, glanced over it before coming, and
the like. But, “those who run from honor, honor runs
after them1,” and his superior intellect was quickly
identified wherever he went.
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He was principled. Rav Sonnenfeld had no money
when he moved to Jerusalem in 18732, and he and his
wife slept on the street for their first four nights there.
They eventually acquired a tiny basement apartment

near Har HaBayis, where they remained for the rest
of their lives. Yerushalmi lore has it that when the
British lord, Sir Herbert Samuel, was appointed High
Commissioner of Palestine, he paid a visit to R’ Yosef
Chaim, then the chief rabbi of Jerusalem. When he
playfully questioned how the Rav could have found
such a small and lowly abode, Zeide Chaim pointed
to the window and its view of the courtyard of the
mekom hamikdash which lay in ruins, and answered,
“If He [Hashem] can live like that, I can live like this.3”
He was pious. Rav Chaim would conduct a Simchas
Beis Hashoava on Succot. Throughout the night
he would joyfully exclaim “Ein Kelokainu! Mi
Kelokainu?”- There is none like G-d! Who is like G-d?,
underscoring the need to be very sure of the answer
before asking the question.
He was my ancestor. My Zaidee Yitzchok, R’ Michoel
Yitzchok Sonnenfeld, lost his father tragically when he
was nine years old. His grandfather, the revered Rav
Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld of Yerushalayim, took his
grandson into his one-room apartment, and raised
him to adulthood. The warmth of that relationship
reverberates to this day, as Zeide Chaim’s legacy and
messages continue to be an integral part of my and my
family’s lives. The accounts of his middos and love of
Torah and the Jewish people inform our approaches
to so many areas of life on a daily basis. It is, at once,
with pride and humility that I offer this small portrait
of my giant patriarch.

Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld buried alongside his beloved
rebbe, Rav Avraham Schaag, as per his request.

1. As stated by the sages in the Talmud; Eruvin 13b
2. “Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 19 Sept. 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yosef_Chaim_Sonnenfeld.
3. In the Footsteps of the Maggid, by Rabbi Paysach Krohn (254)

The Abuhatzeira Dynasty
SHARON DAHAN
Famous painting of Avir Yaakov

PORTRAITS

My father’s face radiates pride and
inspiration as he lights the yahrzeit
candles for my illustrious ancestors.
He gazes at the lights in awe and
kisses the portraits which hang above
them. He then proceeds to tell me
Candle lighting at the Hillula of
a story about one of my ancestors,
Rabbi Yaakov Abuchatzira (ﬁrst portrait from left)
Rabbi Yaakov Abuchatzeira. zt”l, In a
clear voice he recounts, “Once, when Rav Yaakov traveled to a city in Morocco to collect
funds for the poor, he prayed in a Beit Haknesset which was unfamiliar to him. The people
Rabbi Yichieh Adahan
in the shul observed his keen and undistracted kavanah during tefillah, and were skeptical
about his sincerity. They decided to test Rav Yaakov, to see if his focused
concentration was as sincere as it appeared to be. As Rav Yaakov
davened, the people staged a high-decibel argument, shouting at the top
of their lungs. Rav Yaakov didn’t move. One of the men then fired a gun
in the room; still, there was no reaction from the rav. The cynics were
astounded, and absolutely convinced that his piety was genuine. When
Rav Yaakov ended the amidah they apologized to him for disturbing
him during tefillah. He answered: “Excuse me? I didn’t hear you at all!”
Lighting yahrzeit candles while recalling poignant ancestral vignettes
is a common occurrence in my home, and informs most of my early
memories. Practically from infancy, I was raised to feel privileged to be
a descendant of some of the most prominent Sefardic leaders; Baba Sali,
Rabbi Yaakov Abichazeira, Rabbi Yichyeh Adahan, and Rabbi David
Abuhatzeira are all my relatives. Yet until this fall, when I embarked on
a journey to research my ancestors, they seemed so foreign to me. This
year, when my father lit yahrzeit candles for Rabbi David Abuhatzeira,
the moment held far greater meaning for me. This year, I chose to light
my own yahrzeit candle to commemorate Rabbi David because finally,
I feel personally connected to him, and to the many great leaders who
Letter written by the Baba Sali to
his cousin, Rav Yichieh Adahan
grace my family tree.
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OF LIGHT
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THE BABA SALI,

PRAYING FATHER

One Sunday morning, I noticed my father reciting
something from what seemed to be an ancient book. I
asked him “Papa, what is that? What are you reading?”
He responded, “... I’m reading from the sefarim that
the Baba Sali himself used when he was alive.” I was
completely stunned that we had such holy works in our
home.
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The Abuchatzeira name evokes love, pride, and awe
among the Jews of Morocco. For generations the
scions of this kabbalistic dynasty have provided advice,
spiritual inspiration and, indeed, miracles to the
thousands of Jews who flocked to their humble abodes.
Placed on a pedestal for their signature loftiness and
sanctity, the portraits of these holy tzaddikim adorn
many a Morrocan home, and their gravesites serve as
places of pilgrimage
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My ancestor, Rabbi Yichyeh Dahan (second from right)
seated next to his cousin, the Baba Sali (second from left)

The grandeur of the Abuchatzeira lineage dates back
to the great Rabbi Yaakov Abuchatzeira, and was
transmitted to twentieth century Morrocan Jewry by
his saintly grandson, Rabbi Yisrael, known the world
over as the Baba Sali. Baba Sali was born in 1890 in
Tafilalet, Morocco. When he was nine years old, his
father, Rabbi Masud, returned from one of his travels
with a beautiful siddur in hand. The young Yisrael was
captivated by its bold and beautiful letters, and asked
if he could pray from it. His father responded,“You
should know, my son, that when I pray, my eyes do not
veer from the page of the siddur. I read every single
word without skipping a letter. I fear that you will not
use the siddur the same way that I do.” But when the boy
persisted, promising to read every letter in the siddur,
Rabbi Masud was moved by his commitment and
presented it to him as a gift. R’ Yisrael used that siddur
for the rest of his life, and
never forgot his promise. He
would often repeat parts of
a prayer for fear that he may
have inadvertently omitted
a word. It is no wonder that
he was dubbed ‘The Baba
Sali,’ the praying father.
With paternal concern, he
fervently prayed on behalf of
Rabbi Yichyeh Dahan
the Jewish people.
R’ Yisrael had an older brother, Rabbi David, who was
twenty four years his senior, and served as his spiritual
mentor. When Rabbi David traveled, he covered his
eyes with his cape in order to avoid even glimpses
of unseemly sights. This practice was adopted by the

occasions, he barely tasted anything. You could see
that he was nourished entirely by spirituality.
At his Bar-Mitzvah, R’ Yisrael delivered a stirring
Drasha to the spellbound Tafilalet community. From
that day forward, everyone treated the budding, otherworldly scholar with reverence. His reputation spread
throughout Morocco and many people throngs to
him to receive brachot. At sixteen, he was married to
his first wife, Prichah. When his father passed away
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Baba Sali, as was a general abstention from many
of the physical pleasures of life. At the age of 12, he
began to fast during the six weeks of Shovavim. In
his adult years, he actually fasted on most days of the
year, though he was careful to eat something on Friday
afternoons so as not to come into Shabbos hungry. He
also made exceptions for the se’udot commemorating
the yahrtzeits of departed tzaddikim of previous
generations, his ancestors of the house of Abuhatzeira,
the Ari Hakadosh, and many others. Yet even on those
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three years later, the Baba Sali
was chosen to fill his position
and head the yeshiva. There, he
lectured regularly on Torah and
kabbalah, as Jews from all over,
and even some Arabs, continued
to seek out his blessings, advice,
and encouragement. In time, Rav
Yisrael was asked to preside over
the Rabbinical Court of Tafilalet
and to serve as Morocco's Chief
Rabbi. In that capacity, the Baba
Sali would occasionally visit the
various cities and villages to
supervise, first hand, religious
affairs and communal matters,
and to deal with anything that
needed his attention.

Rabbi Machluf Adahan, his wife Rachma
(left) and his daughter in law (right) holding
her son Shimon, my grandfather
The children of Rabbi Machluf (R-L)
Esther, Chana, Zahara and David

In 1964, the Baba Sali fulfilled his dream of settling
in Israel, when he followed many of his Morrocan
adherents to Yavneh. In 1970 he moved to a simple
government apartment in Netivot. There, he was
steadily visited not only by Sephardim but by
Ashkenazim and Chasidim as well as all looking to him

The ﬁrst page of the
Baba Sali’s siddur which
he received as a gift
from Rabenu Masud

for guidance, and even miracles.
The Baba Sali frequently made his
brachot conditional, impressing
upon his petitioners that the
secret to Divine assistance lay not
in his blessing, but in an increased
level of mitzvah observance.
Speaking in either Arabic or
Lashon HaKodesh, depending on
the guest, R’ Yisrael issued very
specific instructions regarding
the standards of performance
in tefillin, taharah, and, most
importantly, Shabbos.

The Baba Sali demanded the
highest standards of himself.
Until the end of his life, he
remained true to the asceticism
of his youth, particularly in the area of shemirat
einayim. His eyes were his most prized possession;
they were always lowered, and shaded by his hand,
even when speaking with men. He was intent on never
being distracted. In private conversation, if he looked
at you for more than a second that was a lot. R’ Yisrael’s
austerity extended to the ownership of property as
well. He was pained when someone bought him a car,
and insisted that it be returned. Similarly, when he was
offered a luxurious house, he refused to move in before
they constructed a plain cell for him, furnished simply
with a cot, as a quiet place to learn Torah. When his
community notified him of their plans to build a shul,
his retort was passionate: “Is this what our forefathers
left us?! Palaces and fancy buildings?! They left us only
the Torah and taught us about avodah in modesty and
yiras shamayim.”1
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It was that same three-pronged legacy which Rav
Yisrael bequeathed to his constituents when he passed
away on the fourth of Shevat in 1984, at the age of 94.
He was buried in his hometown in the city of Netivot.
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…יגל יעקב ישמח ישראל

1 Yisrael Groweiss and Yossi Elituv” ,The Baba Sali‘s Best-Kept Secrets “,Mishpacha Magazine ,October2019

SECTION 3

פרי עץ הדר
כנגד הצדיקים שיש בהם ריח
תורה וטעם של מעשים טובים
()דעת זקנים ויקרא כג

In the best of times, in the worst of times,
From one end of the globe to the other,
the nation of Israel has been provided
with saintly individuals
deeply rooted in Torah
and dedicated to leading us
with wisdom, kindness, and faith.
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Corresponding to the tzadikim who embody both the
fragrance of Torah and the taste of good deeds
(Da’at Zekeinim Vayikra 23)
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Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch Bronstein
(1911-1993)

RACHELLE GELBTUCH
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Giving voice to the millions of Jews oppressed by
Communist tyranny was the life mission of Rabbi Tzvi
Hirsch Bronstein. Deeply affected by the ahavas Yisrael of
the Amshinover chassidus in which he was raised, and by
the high ethical standards of Novardok in which he was
schooled, my great-grandfather emerged as a paragon of
mesirus nefesh for the Jewish people.
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After emigrating from Poland in 1933, Zaidy Bronstein
served as rav, mohel, and shochet in a number of farflung North American communities. In 1945, fearful of
the toll that these spiritual wastelands would take on his
daughters, he moved his family to Brownsville, New York.
Between 1958 and 1967, at the bidding of Agudath Israel,
he made nine visits to the USSR and its satellite countries,
where he circumcised thousands of Jewish men of all ages.
Touched by their unquenchable thirst for spirituality, he
dared the world to hear their silent pleas. In defiance of
the oppressive anti-religious governmental policies, he
founded the Al Tidom Association. This organization used
shrewd tactics to successfully deliver countless religious
articles to Jews behind the Iron Curtain. Ultimately,
however, Rabbi Bronstein’s frequent comings-and-goings
aroused the suspicion of the Soviet authorities. The Secret
Police officers of the KGB arrested him in 1967, and
harshly interrogated him to the point of critical illness. His
eventual expulsion from the Soviet Union, though, did not
muffle his voice. A short time later he testified before a
congressional committee urging its members to fight for
the physical and spiritual freedom of the Jews of Silence.
Beyond that, he dedicated the rest of his life to the rescue
of rare and priceless Judaic manuscripts. Most notable
among them, as you will read in the story which follows,
was the Yerushalmi commentary authored by the Poltava
Rav.

Rabbi Bronstein (left), an advocate for US eﬀorts towards
freeing Soviet Jews, meets president Jimmy Carter

Rabbi Bronstein with Prime Minister, Menachem
Begin, perusing a volume of the Talmud Yerushalmi

Rabbi Bronstein (left), names an 11 year old boy
prior to circumcision. This took place in Lignicia,
where Rabbi Bronstein circumcised 81 boys

והבאתי...ולקחתי...וגאלתי...והצלתי...והוצאתי

MANUSCRIPTS REDEEMED

On May 12, 1965, my great-grandfather, Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch Bronstein, sat at the hospital
bedside of the dying Poltava Gaon, Rabbi Yitzchak Eizik Krasilschikov, zt”l. This risky
visit was initiated by Moscow’s chief Rabbi Yehuda Leib Levin; it was a final and desperate
attempt to salvage a priceless legacy from oblivion. Fearful that undercover agents of the
KGB might be posing as nurses, they spoke little, and in hushed tones. At the signal of the
Gaon, Zaidy Bronstein removed a thermometer which lay beneath his pillow with one hand,
and swiftly stuffed the manuscript alongside it into his sock with the other. The Gaon then
confided to his distinguished American guest that he had written an entire commentary
on the Talmud Yerushalmi, twenty volumes consisting of thousands of handwritten pages
which were hidden in his daughters’ homes. “Promise me,” implored the Gaon, “that you
will get them out of Russia and bring them to print!” Rabbi Bronstein assured him that he
would try, and the Gaon died the next day.

The Toldos Yitzchak manuscript,
salvaged from the Soviet
Union by Rabbi Bronstein.
The published work was edited over
a period of twenty seven years by
Rav Chaim Kanievsky shlita and his
yedid nefesh Rav Berel Weintraub.
It has been widely acclaimed
by numerous Gedolei Yisrael as
an incisive and groundbreaking
commentary which has made the
Talmud Yerushalmi accessible to
all those who wish to study it.

My great-grandfather spent the better part of three decades keeping his promise. In 1976,
he published the Tevunah commentary on Rambam which had been concealed under the
Gaon’s cushion. The recovery of the 20-volume Toldos Yitchak on the Yerushalmi proved
to be a saga of danger, espionage, and self-sacrifice. Up until his arrest and deportation
by the KGB in 1967, Rabbi Bronstein made several unsuccessful attempts to smuggle
the manuscript out of Russia. Afterward, he orchestrated the rescue mission through
emissaries whom he personally funded. The first sixteen failed. The seventeenth messenger,
Rabbi Yaakov Pollak, was undeterred by the many brick walls he hit along the way, and on
his twelfth visit to the Soviet Union he finally procured the folios. They were delivered, as
instructed by President Ronald Reagan, to the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.,
and the first volume on Maseches Berachos was published by the Mutzal Me’Eish Institute
in B’nei Brak in 1980. By 1993, when Zaidy Bronstein left this world, many more volumes
were in print, and his grandsons clutched them tightly at his levaya, honoring his wish that
the seforim escort him on his final journey.

With Harav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, zt”l

With Harav Menachem Mendel Schneerson, zt”l

With Harav Elazar Menachem Man Shach, zt”l
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With Harav Moshe Feinstein, zt”l
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Rabbi Elazor Schonfeld
(1888-1974)
DINI BELL

THE VOICE OF
HIS HEART

The Schonfeld family in Hungary

My father smiles as he recalls visiting my great-great grandfather at his
Boro Park home in the late 1960’s. Great-Grampa would listen carefully
to the radio as it picked up the heartbeats it detected from his own
ticking pacemaker. Indeed, throughout his life, the beat of Rabbi Elazor
Schonfeld’s caring heart reverberated throughout the world. He spoke
with a strong Hungarian accent, but his message was clear and his voice
was one to reckon with.
Born in Yugoslavia in 1880, and ordained at the age of nineteen by the
Cheishev Sofer at the Pressburg Yeshiva, the brilliant and charismatic
Lazer Schonfeld won the heart of Sara, the popular and beloved daughter
of Chief Rabbi Efraim Furth1 of Nagy Karol (Krule). They were married
when he was just twenty years old. A man who was thirsty for knowledge,
he secretly enrolled in the University of Vienna to study philosophy.
One day, when he unintentionally opened an unused door in the Old
Synagogue of Pressburg, he discovered an ancient genizah manuscript
which became the basis for his doctoral thesis.
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The shul in Nagykaroly, Hungary where
Rabbi Schonfeld took over his father-inlaw’s rabbinical position. He stood as chief
Rav of to Nugy Karol from 1912-1925.
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Rabbi Schonfeld’s personal bookplate

In 1912, Rabbi Schonfeld’s academic ambitions came to a sudden
halt. His illustrious father-in-law, who had been respected well
beyond his Jewish constituency2, died suddenly at the age of fiftytwo, leaving the community shocked and near despair. Insisting
that they must ‘bring Sarika home,’ they offered the prestigious
pulpit to her husband. Rabbi Schonfeld and his young rebbetzin
established a warm and embracing home, where they regularly
hosted many dignified and educated visitors. Sara was the ultimate
rebbetzin, caring, open, and dedicated, and Rabbi Schonfeld proved
to be a bold voice for his people. Decorated by Emperor Karl I
1. Originally, the name was French but was Hungarianized to Furth.
2. See second photo on the left.

in 1917 for his humanitarian work during WWI,
Rabbi Schonfeld served as an intermediary between
the government and the Jewish community. His
fearless outspokenness against the Hungarian antiSemitic press ultimately endangered his life, and in
1925 he and his family moved to the Bronx, NY,
where he served for decades as spiritual leader of
Congregation Beth David Agudas Achim. My cousin
Edna, who grew up in her grandfather’s home, can
still picture him with his elegant up-hat, smoking
a cigar, and charming everyone who came his way.
She smiles when she recalls that at her engagement
dinner, it was he who was most engaging, and her
chosson’s aunts asked if he could be their grandfather
as well. A prolific writer, Rabbi Schonfeld translated
the Shulchan Aruch into Hungarian, and authored
numerous articles of Jewish and Halachic interest.
He is most widely remembered for his Hungarian
radio broadcast on Voice of America, which brought
hope and inspiration to thousands of oppressed
Jews in communist-controlled Hungary.

Notes from the
Voice of America

A letter sent by
Prof. Albert Einstein to
Rabbi Schonfeld in April, 1936
warning him of the dangers of Jewish youth
being educated in secular environments, and urging
him to support the nascent Yeshiva College in New York.

A back view of Rabbi Efraim Furth, father-in-law of Rabbi
Schonfeld, conversing with Franz Josef, the longestreigning emperor of Austria and king of Austro-Hungary.
Rabbi Schonfeld assumed his father-in-law’s rabbinic
post in N after the former’s sudden death in 1915 , and
followed Rabbi Furth’s model of nurturing good relations
with heads of state for the beneﬁt of the Jewish people
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Rabbi Eliezer Schonfeld broadcasting on the Voice of
America, a program aired on the eve of Jewish holidays
from 1955 until 1970, and through which he inspired and
encouraged Hungarian Jews in America and Europe.
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Tea for Two
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In the early 1930’s, when Rabbi
Mescheloff was a young single
rabbi serving the Scranton,
Pennsylvania community,
he heard that Rabbi Elazar
Schoenfeld, an illustrious rabbi
residing in the Bronx, had two
single daughters. He devised a
plan to meet them, and called
Rabbi Schoenfeld on the pretext
of needing guidance on a pressing
halachic matter. The older
rabbi, however, was nobody’s
fool, and intuited an ulterior
motive. Assuming that his eldest
daughter would be the one to
capture the young rabbi’s heart,
the Rav saw to it that she served
tea to the two men. As destiny
would have it, though, when
the younger daughter, Miriam,
passed by, Moshe Mescheloff was
smitten at first sight. They saw
each other just three more times
before they were engaged, but
what they missed in face time
was compensated for by Moshe’s
letters. He often wrote more than
one letter a day to her, professing
his love and anticipating their
union. Against all odds, the
Hungarian girl and the Litvish
boy fell in love, and according to
their children it was a love affair
which lasted a lifetime.

Rabbi Moshe Mescheloff

וַ ִיּ ְג ַדּל מ ֶֹשׁה וַ ֵיּ ֵצא
ֶאל ֶא ָחיו
Years ago, my great-uncle David purchased a
watercolor painting which reminded him of his largerthan-life father, my great-grandfather, Rabbi Moshe
Mescheloff. It depicts a mustached young man leaning
back in his chair deep in study, and hangs prominently
in Uncle David’s living room. While he alone possesses
the watercolor, there are many descendants of my
Great-Grandpa who carry in their mind's eye a similar
portrait of the man.
Born to Russian immigrants in New York City in
1909, Moses Mescheloff ‘s elementary public school
education was supplemented by many hours of
Torah study with the finest tutors. He was one of
the first students to attend Yeshiva University’s high
school (now known as MTA) on the lower east side
of Manhattan. He continued on to Yeshiva University,
where he made use of his fluency in both Yiddish and
English to seamlessly blend the words and worlds
of the American and European rabbis. In 1932,
equipped with rabbinic ordination signed by Rabbi

A wedding address
delivered by Rabbi
Meschceloﬀ to a
newlywed couple
in Scranton, 1936

Great-Grandpa found his first position in a small shul
in Scranton, Pennsylvania. During that time he met
and married his wife. A year later the young couple
moved to North Adams, Massachusetts, and two
years after that to Miami Beach, Florida. There, Rabbi
Mescheloff was responsible for much of the Orthodox
infrastructure; he set up a Va’ad Hakashrus with
uncompromising standards, and ran a community
Hebrew School. Most notably, he was known as the
rabbi who conducted Chuppahs-On-The-Go. Miami
Beach was a military town. It was host to many
soldiers who found their sweethearts during training,
and wished to get married before being shipped off
to war. A good number of these soldiers were Jewish,

1954 clipping
from a local
Miami paper
describing the
unique nature of
the Jewish wedding
as observed at
one of the many
Miami wedding
performed by
Rabbi Mescheloﬀ

Mescheloﬀ’s High School yearbook entry, where he
expresses his inner longing to become a Rav.

and Rabbi Mescheloff was concerned that they might
wed without chuppah and kiddushin. He devised a
chuppah-to-go set, which included a portable chuppah
with poles, a light bulb (to be shattered in lieu of a
glass under the chuppah), a ring (just in case,) and a
tallis. These weddings were performed on short notice
in the Mescheloff backyard as my grandmother and
her brother David looked on from the window.
In 1954, following a seventeen-year tenure in Florida,
Rabbi Mescheloff and his family changed climates,
and moved to Chicago. When he arrived, the survival
of Orthodox Judaism in America was in question.
The religious commitment of many Jews had been
shaken by the Holocaust, and others were enchanted
by the freer Judaism proposed by the Reform and
Conservative movements. Rabbi Mescheloff and
his orthodox colleagues walked a tightrope, as they
tried to be true to their beliefs, yet unintimidating
to their constituents who would be scared off by any
stringencies. During the more than fifty years that
he served the Jews of Chicago, my great-grandfather
patiently nurtured their spirituality, bringing them
gradually closer to lives of Torah and mitzvos. He
did so with wisdom and grace, endearing himself to
the broader community as well. In the now-bustling
Jewish community of Chicago, there is a street which
bears his name, and his achievements are highlighted
in the Hall of Fame. And I, for one, could not be
prouder.

The Chuppah-On-The-Go kit devised by
Rabbi Mescheloﬀ for the many backyard
weddings he performed in Miami for
young American soldiers about to be
deployed overseas during WWII
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Moses Soloveitchik, and distinguished for academic
excellence in the prestigious Phi Beta Kappa honor
society, he began to pursue the dream of his youth,
as recorded in his high school yearbook, to serve as a
pulpit rabbi.
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Louis Eliezer Henkin
(1917-2010)

YAEL FEYGIN

SPIRIT OF
THE LAW

First cousin three times removed. That is my relationship
to Professor Louis (Eliezer) Henkin, and also the reason
that I never really knew much about him. Of course, I
and everyone else knew of his famed father, my greatgreat-great uncle, Rav Yosef Eliyahu Henkin, zt”l. He will
forever be remembered as one of the trailblazing poskim
in New York in the 1900s. Yet his son, Louis, who was
born in Smolyany, Belarus, on November 11, 1917, became a model of Jewish commitment in a very different
way.

(L-R) My grandmother
Fruma Shifra Veksler, with
my aunt Rachel Veksler
Muskal on her lap, my
father Baruch Feygin,
Louis Henkin, and Henkin’s
eldest son Joshua Henkin
in Israel, September 1985.l
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When Louis was six years old, the Henkin family immigrated to America to escape the growing persecution of Torah observant Jews
in White Russia. They settled in the Lower East Side of Manhattan, where his
father became the Rav of Congregation Anshei Shtutzin u Grevaya. Shortly
thereafter, in 1925, Rav Henkin was appointed founding director of Ezras Torah, an organization which helped b’nei Torah rebuild their lives
in America
Rav Yosef
Eliyahu Henkin z”tl
after the war. At a young age, Louis showed promise of becoming a skilled
legal writer, as he translated letters of Halachic import, penned in Russian by
his father to English-speaking rabbis across the country.
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After graduating from Harvard Law School where he was editor of the Harvard Law Review in 1940, he clerked for Judge Learned Hand of Manhattan,
and for U.S. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. Henkin was the first Orthodox Jewish law clerk on the Supreme Court. He would regularly sleep on
Justice Frankfurter’s couch on Friday nights so that he could attend the weekly
Saturday conferences of the Justices, where he would abstain from writing
in observance of Shabbos. Before he died, Frankfurter, a non-observant Jew,
asked Henkin to read the mourner’s kaddish at his funeral service, a request

Supreme
Court
Justice Felix
Frankfurter

which was honored in 1965.
Between his two clerkships,
Henkin spent four years in
the American army during
WWII, and was awarded
the Silver Star for persuading a force of seventy-eight
German soldiers to surrender to thirteen American
troops, using his mother
tongue of Yiddish, which
was close enough to German to be understood.

A New York Times article from 1977 discusses Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter’s memorial at
Harvard Law School. Louis Henkin was one of two people who were chosen to speak at his funeral by
Frankfurter himself. Additionally the Supreme Court Justice requested that Louis recite kaddish for him.m

Throughout his law career, Henkin distinguished himself as a voice for
Human Rights. He was a central figure in the 1951 Refugee Convention
which defined the term ‘refugee’ and outlined the rights of displaced persons, and the legal obligations of States to protect them. He taught international law and foreign affairs, and founded the Center for the Study of
Human Rights and the Human Rights Institute at Columbia University.
He taught international law to over three hundred judges including four
Supreme Court Justices: Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Anthony M. Kennedy,
Stephen G. Breyer and Sonia Sotomayor. I take pride in all of these extraordinary accomplishments, but am most deeply moved and inspired
by the fact that he remained true to, and proud of, his commitment to
Shabbos in the most intensely charged moments. Louis Henkin passed
away at 92 years old, on October 14, 2010 at his home in Manhattan.

The New York
Times marriage
announcement of
Louis Henkin and his
wife Alice Hartman
Henkin, June 1960. It
says that the wedding
was oﬃciated by
his father, Rav Yosef
Eliyahu Henkin z”tl.l

Louis Henkin participated in a panel of legal scholars in a hearing about a War Powers Resolution, chaired by Senator Joe
Biden on September 25, 1988. (Left picture) Henkin testifying. (Right photo) Biden seated on the bench (left). Senator Biden
asked the rest of the panel if it would be okay for Mr. Henkin to testify ﬁrst because he had a time constraint - the hearing
was on Friday morning and Henkin wanted to catch a plane home before Shabbos. (Images captured from C-Span footage).
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I am very grateful to my second cousins three times removed, Joshua, David, and Daniel Henkin for sharing with me their impressions of their special father. Their mother, Alice Henkin, was married to Professor Henkin
for fifty years, and was also an attorney. She resides in New York.
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Hershy Ostreicher
LEAH GERBER

ZAIDY IN AMERICA
Zaidy as Ba’al Teﬁlah in
Shenandoah, Pennsylvania in 1952

After surviving the atrocities of the Holocaust and
losing most of their families, my great-grandfather,
Hershy Ostreicher, and his wife Helen decided to leave
Helmetz, Czechoslovakia, and immigrate to America,
in the hopes of picking up the pieces and rebuilding
their lives.
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They arrived in New York with their baby daughter Agi
in the spring of 1948. Zaidy, who didn’t speak a word of
English and had only eighty dollars to his name, had to
find a way to support his young family. He first worked
as a tie presser, and needed to take the subway to get
to work. He would sit with a sign taped to his jacket
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reading, “please let me know when it’s Marcy Avenue.”
After pressing ties, he trained as a shochet together
with his brother Yumi. Finally, he enrolled in a Yeshiva
University program for immigrants who wanted to
become Talmud Torah teachers. He found a job in a
Hebrew school in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania, in 1952,
and a year later moved to Reading, Pennsylvania. In
1954, another teaching opportunity presented itself,
and Zaidy and his family moved to Peoria, Illinois.
Eventually, he became the principal of the Hebrew
school and focused on Jewish outreach in the larger
community. When he arrived in Peoria, there were
only eight Orthodox children in the day school; when
he left fifteen years later, there
were many more. One child who
was brought closer to Yiddishkeit
by Zaidy is the beloved Rebbetzin
Karen Hochberg, who served
with her husband Rabbi Shlomo
Hochberg in Jamaica Estates until
they retired a little over a year ago.

German record of Hershy as an
inmate in Auschwitz, 1944.

Hershy and Helen Oestreicher, Prague, circa 1948

Still, Zaidy was not satisfied. He dreamed of
expanding his venture even further, and contacted
the head of the Orthodox Union in New York for
help. Harold Boxer, a representative from OU came
to Peoria, was impressed with what he saw, and
SYO soon became NCSY, the National Conference
of Synagogue Youth. Zaidy received the NCSY
founders award years later.

Zaidy (second from the left), receiving the
founders award from NCSY in 1957.
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One Shabbos afternoon, Zaidy saw a large group
of children boarding a bus outside the shul; they
were headed to a Bnei Brith Youth convention,
scheduled to take place on Saturday night. The
shul itself was an Orthodox synagogue, but it was
affiliated with the conservative Bnei Brith Youth
group. This so disturbed Zaidy that he approached
the shul’s board of directors who helped him start
his own organization. It was geared toward high
school students, and the programming included
speeches, organized shabbatons, and the like. He
began with just a few teenagers, but after a while he
contacted youth directors in cities throughout the
Midwest to involve more kids in the program. They
scheduled high school conventions in different
cities, including Omaha, Nebraska, Des Moines,
Iowa, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Indianapolis,
Indiana. The overarching goal was to create a
vibrant social life for Jewish children, in an effort
to stem the extremely high rate of intermarriage.
They called this organization the Synagogue Youth
Org (SYO), and held conventions twice a year. In
time, Zaidy increased the frequency of events by
running masquerade parties for Purim, and lively
celebrations on Chanukah, all of which took place
in his shul.
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The Krohn Family Legacy
ADEE BLACK

עוֹלם
ָ
ֹרֹתם ִל ְב ִרית
ָ ְלד
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Many families take pride in their signature traditions; the
customs or practices which are associated specifically with
their families, and which each generation feels responsible to
pass on to the next so as to preserve their singularity. Some
traditions center around a specific Shabbat tune, an old
saying, an interesting minhag, or even a cherished heirloom.
In my family, and more specifically in my maternal family,
the special tradition that has been passed down for well
over a century is, surprisingly, a sacred craft. Dating back
seven generations, passed down from father to son, is a
love of, and commitment to, the mitzvah of brit milah. My
relatives all were, or are, mohelim. Of particular note are
Rabbi Paysach Krohn, Rabbi Bentzion Krohn and Rabbi
Avraham Zelig Krohn (all pictured). It is common for us to
hear remarks such as, “Oh you’re another Krohn mohel!” or
“If you are a mohel you must be a Krohn!” We revel in these
comments which reflect
the beautiful and unique
association that has
attached itself to the
family name.
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January 4th 1952 advertisement oﬀering the
expert services of the Krohn family. Pictured are
my great grandfather, Rabbi Bentzion Krohn,
and his father, Rabbi Chenoch Henoch Krohn.

Rabbi Paysach Krohn, noted
author and renowned speaker,
is the contemporary Krohn
mohel. He is the grandson of
Rabbi Chenoch Henoch Krohn.

SECTION 4

בארזים נפלה שלהבת
A flame has fallen among the cedars
Between the years of 1939 and 1945
The Inferno of the Holocaust
consumed two thirds of
European Jewry.
Yet amidst the flames
of that conflagration
a fiery Jewish spirit blazed
And hardy trees held on.

It is just a passing wind,
Do not despair, my child!
We are age-old trees
Deeply-rooted in the ground,
With huge treetops that crown the world;
Mighty winds will pluck our leaves
And poke at our branches
But not at our crowns.
The wind will not uproot,
Will not tear out
Sturdy, deeply-rooted trees.
We are eternal trees
Who nourish the world with our fruit.
We will exist forever.
It is just a passing wind,
Do not despair, my child!

!ַאל יֵ אוּשׁ
,חוֹל ֶפת ִהיא
ֶ
רוּח
ַ
ְ ַא
ך
! יַ ְל ִדי,ַאל יֵ אוּשׁ
,יקים ֲא ַנ ְחנוּ
ִ ילנוֹת ַﬠ ִתּ
ָ ִא
,יקי שׁ ֶֹרש ָבּ ֲא ָד ָמה
ֵ ַמ ֲﬠ ִמ
,עוֹלם
ָ
ִﬠם ַצ ָמּרוֹת ְגּדוֹלוֹת ַמ ֲﬠ ִטירוֹת
לשׁ ָנה
ְ רוּחוֹת ַﬠזּוֹת ֶאת ָﬠ ֵלינוּ ִתּ ְת
ארוֹתינוּ
ֵ
ְֹתּ ַנ ֵקּ ְפ ָנה פ
.רוֹתינוּ
ֵ ַאךְ ל ֹא ֶאת ַﬠ ְט
,רוּח
ַ
ל ֹא ַת ֲﬠקֹ ר ָה
ל ֹא ְת ָשׁ ֵרשׁ
.יקי שׁ ֶֹרשׁ
ֵ  ַמ ֲﬠ ִמ,ילנוֹת ֲח ֻס ִנּים
ָ ִא
,ﬠד ֲא ַנ ְחנוּ-נוֹת
ַ
יל
ָ ִא
.עוֹלם
ָ ינים ָל
ִ נוֹת ֵני ֵפרוֹת ְמ ִז
ְ
!ָל ַﬠד ִנ ְהיֶ ה
,חוֹל ֶפת ִהיא
ֶ
רוּח
ַ
ְ ַא
ך
! יַ ְל ִדי,ַאל יֵ אוּש

Composed by Yerachmiel Bricks, Lodz ghetto,1940
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Do Not Despair
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Erwin Weinberg
YAEL WEINBERG

Erwin Weinberg in the American
army while deployed at the Strategic
Air Force, England, late 1944.

POP POP’S HOME
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It was April 1945. American Soldiers approached
the gates of the infamous Buchenwald concentration
camp and were horrified by what they saw. One
American soldier had been there before.That man
was my great grandfather, whom I called Pop-Pop;
Erwin Weinberg, a native of Fulda, Germany. Just six
years earlier, he had been a prisoner in this very camp.
On the morning following Kristallnacht, Erwin, still
clutching his tefillin, and his father, were forced out of a
shacharis minyan and interned in Buchenwald. Erwin
spent five weeks there, losing over fifty pounds and
barely surviving. He was finally released, thanks to an
affidavit secured by a yeshiva in Manchester, England.
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Erwin Weinberg, the tall skinny soldier running
towards the main gates of Buchenwald
concentration camp following its liberation
by the American army, June 1945.

Once out of Germany, Erwin worked tirelessly and
managed to facilitate the emigration of twenty eight
family members from Germany to England. It was in
that same year that the Weinberg family was able to
immigrate to America. In June of 1943, Erwin was
drafted into the United States army and transferred to
Europe. He accurately pinpointed for the military the
factories in Fulda that were very likely producing war
supplies, and was even able to draw a picture showing
where they were located. He was eager to see the town
which had turned its back on him destroyed. After the
war was over, Erwin explored bomb-ravaged Germany
with Major Louis Powell. He passed through Fulda
and was able to see, first hand,
the damage that his valuable
information had wrought.
He was gratified to see his
childhood house in ruins after
being taken over by the Nazis
without compensation. It was
along his travels with Major
Powell that he arrived, just after
the liberation, at the camp that
had imprisoned him a few years
prior.

The Weinbergs’ home in Fulda, Germany
destroyed by American bombs, August 1945.

Erwin Weinberg
(second row from
the bottom, eighth
person from the
left) at his 90th
birthday party,
January 2012,
surrounded by his
siblings, children,
grandchildren
and great
grandchildren.
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In 2008, after delivering a lecture at the Jewish
museum of Berlin, Erwin was asked by a member of
the audience how he had felt visiting his homeland,
Germany. He sharply responded, “Germany only
gave my family grief.” My great-grandfather’s
country of birth was not the one he thought of as
home. He had a different, enduring homeland. The
one so eloquently described by the famous Jewish
German poet Heinrich Hiene, “Torah is the portable
homeland of the Jewish people.” It often strikes me
that Pop-Pop’s life journey embodied this truth. He
took Torah with him wherever life threw him. He left
us a physical remnant of his legacy: the shas which he
Erwin Weinberg’s Shas from his youth in Germany.
brought with him from Germany, first to England and
then to America. While the Germans stripped him of
his citizenship rights, Erwin continued to abide by the laws of his true homeland. He rejected the much needed
scrap of meat given to him in the concentration camp because it wasn’t kosher. After arriving in America,
he joined the Shmiras Shabbos campaign and encouraged Jewish business owners not to open their stores on
Shabbos. Once in the army, when stationed in Hampton Court, England, he walked over twenty five miles to the
nearest shul on Rosh Hashanah to hear the sounding of the shofar. And in Philadelphia - well, in Philadelphia
his contributions to the yeshiva and the greater Jewish community are legendary. My Pop-Pop wasn’t a German
Jew, though he was born and bred in Germany. He wasn’t an English Jew, though he found temporary refuge
in that country. Nor was he an American Jew, though he lived in, and loved, America most of his life. He was a
Torah Jew. And it is this national identity that he bequeathed to me.
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Ruth (Grunberger)
Mermelstein

AHUVA MERMELSTEIN

RESTITCHING THE FABRIC
OF HER DREAMS

As I make my way to my Bobbie’s kitchen, I pass
the pictures on the dining room wall. These are the
photographs of my extended family, some past but
mostly present, and if I close my eyes I can visualize
where each one hangs. Bobbie calls it her wall of fame.
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My grandmother refuses to sit before I am seated,
and I know better than to challenge her stubbornness.
“Okay, I’m ready,” she says. In the hour that follows,
I hear much of what I already know; I have learned a
great deal about her life before and after the Holocaust
from the book she painstakingly wrote for posterity.1
This time, though, I want to learn something that has
not yet been recorded. It’s true this may be hard for
her, yet I sense that she is eager to share more. I long
to hear my Bobbie’s dreams as a young girl, just about
my age; the many that were shattered, and the ones
that did come true.
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only child of the Minchas Elazar, zt”l, the city’s Grand
Rabbi, was to be married. Bobbie recalls the big day
well, and her own personal connection with the kallah,
who was a close neighbor. The chuppah was outside,
crowds of people came from all over and “it was like
a parade.”
As young Ruth Grunberger3 grew to adolescence,
World War II raged through Europe, but the Jews of
Munkacs carried on, dreaming that they would be
spared.4 It was during this surreal time that her family
welcomed a brand new baby girl, Pessel, their eighth
child. My grandmother cared for the infant as though
she was her own. Grateful for the tireless devotion of
his sixteen-year-old daughter, her father purchased a

So we travel back in time to her idyllic childhood in the
rural town of Munkacs.2 My grandmother smiles as the
memories of laughter and fun with her siblings play in
her mind. The family owned a wholesale grocery store,
and on Fridays, the children were allowed to go into
the big warehouse in the back of the store, and fill up
their pockets with peanuts, chocolates, and whatever
sweets they could carry out for Shabbos. “We looked
forward to that one day,” Bobbie says nostalgically.
When she was five years old, a joyous and spectacular
event brought excitement to Munkacs. Fruma, the

The Grunberger Family at Ansci's Bar Mitzvah. Munkacs, 1937.
L-R: Temma, Ruth (Bobbie), Esther, Manci,
Baruch, Nuta Leib, Ansci, Dovid.

Ke’arah Plate Temma Grunberger gifted
to Aunt Katie in Munkacs, 1937.

beautiful piece of material for a dress. “I remember it
had a white background with different colored shells.”
Bobbie looks wistful as she recalls how delighted she
was with that over-the-top gift. A tailor-made dress
was hard to come by; something she could never have
dared to dream for.
But there was no dress. With the German invasion,
youthful dreams evaporated. Oblivious to the horrors
that awaited them, the Jews of Munkacs celebrated
Pesach with all its usual festivity. Her favorite holiday;
my grandmother is at loss to describe what the seder
was like. “It was beautiful and really just special.”
“Really special,” she repeats, over and over again. Not
long after they put the dishes back into the attic, Bobbie
was deported to Auschwitz, with the majority of
Hungarian Jewry. There, she was separated from most
of her family. Nazi officers stripped away her clothing,
her hair, her dignity, and reduced her identity to the
number tattooed on her arm. Frightened and forlorn,
Bobbie, her sister Manci, and cousin Edith saw their
fathers and brothers across a table. Bobbie’s father
gave them his last words of fatherly advice: ‘Firstly,
whatever skill the Nazis are looking for, that's the
trade you’ll say you have. Second, eat whatever they
give you to eat. Finally, be mindful of the company
you keep5.’’ These parting words accompanied my
grandmother through the remainder of the war, and
gave her the courage to dream of survival.
Two years after that final seder in Munkacs, Bobbie
and her sister, the only survivors of their family, sat
at their aunt’s seder in America. So much was missing

from the picturesque Munkacs of their dreams; their
parents and siblings, the Shabbos treats from the
factory, the Minchas Elazar, the splendorous Pesach
tableware, and the fabric. But there in front of their
eyes, was a ke’arah identical to the one they had grown
up with. The gold-trimmed ivory ceramic seder
plate, their mother’s gift to Aunt Katie on her visit to
Munkacs, was a remnant of the world they’d lost. A
sign of hope, and a license to dream again.
I am awestruck, and can’t resist the urge to ask one
last question, “Bobbie, what kept you going?” I am
referring, of course, to her steadfast faith in the face
of unspeakable adversity. Her reply was simple but
astounding. Bobby never questioned. She just knew
“that there is One. There is Something above us.” And
with that, she frames for me a dream of my own; I
long for the uncomplicated emunah peshutah that
seems so natural for her, but is all too rare nowadays.

1. For a detailed account of my Bobbie’s experience during the war please read Beyond the Tracks: An Inspirational Story of Faith and Courage by
Ruth Mermelstein. (Published by Mesorah Publications in 1998).

3. The Minchas Elazar, Rav Chaim Elazar Shapira was Chief Rabbi in Munkacs. He was respected by both Jewish as well as gentile leaders alike.
Over the course of his life he authored over twenty books on Halacha, Torah, Chassidus, and religious philosophy and customs. His most
famous work being the “Minchas Elazar.” His yeshiva, Darchei Teshuva, was the largest yeshiva in Munkacs, Czechoslovakia. Established
in 1922, it quickly became one of the largest yeshivos in Hungary. When Rabbi Shapira passed away in 1937, his son-in-law Rabbi Baruch
Rabinowitz took over. (“R’ Haim Eleazar Spira, Admur Munkacs.” Geni_family_tree, www.geni.com/people/R-Haim-Eleazar-Spira-AdmurMunkacs/6000000003287562834, “A Jewish Community in the Carpathian Mountains- The Story of Munkács.” YadVashem, https://www.
yadvashem.org/yv/en/exhibitions/communities/munkacs/index.asp).
4. At birth, she was given the Hebrew name of Rivka and the English name of Rella. When she came to America in 1946 after the war, she chose to
go by the name of Ruth but legally on her papers wrote Ruth Rella. Additionally, as a child Rivka went by the nickname “Ipi”.
5. The Hungarians seized and annexed Subcarpathian Rus which included Munkacs in 1939. Although anti-Semitic legislation was introduced by
the Hungarian authorities, Subcarpathian Rus, still remained a relative haven for Jews until the Germans occupied Hungary in 1944. (“Prewar
Jewish Life in Munkács: A Brief History.” www.Yadvashem.Org, www.yadvashem.org/articles/general/prewar-jewish-life-in-munkacs.html).
6. In 1944 the ﬁrst night of Pesach fell on April 7. On April 18, the Germans crowded the Jews into ghettos, on May 11 the deportations to Auschwitz
started, and on May 23 the last deportation train left Munkacs. (“A Jewish Community in the Carpathian Mountains- The Story of Munkács”).
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2. Rabbi Chaim Elazar Shapiro, better known as the “Minchas Elazar” after the most famous work he authored, served the Rabbi of Munkacs since
1913 till his death in 1937. He founded and headed a yeshiva, named Darchei Teshuva in town which attracted 200 students. The wedding of
his only daughter in 1933 drew a very large crowd to the city from across Europe and beyond.
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Natan & Lene Borlam
SHIRA ZELEFSKY

Natan and Lene (Lucy) Borlam
in Venice, early 1960’s

A GEM OF A STORY
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Jewish holidays in New York didn’t happen without them.
Between the years of 1952 and 2014, Natan Borlam’s was
the erev yom tov destination for hundreds of families
looking for fashionable and tasteful wardrobes for their
growing children. The experience was memorable; the
store bustled with the impatient energy of shoppers of
all ages, and the cacophony of voices demanding price
quotes and alternate sizes and colors. There were no
fitting rooms to speak of, but wary and embarrassed
youngsters were assured that they would be hidden
from view by the salespeople who attended to them.
Invariably, when yom tov arrived, dozens of boys and
girls paraded through every shul modeling their latest
purchases from the iconic children’s clothing shop. That
store, situated in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn,
was owned and operated by my great-grandparents,
Natan and Lene Borlam, a powerhouse couple. I can’t
help but wonder how many of their customers knew of
the unlikely, and hard-to-believe circumstances which
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The unassuming storefront of Natan
Borlam’s, the iconic childrenswear store on
Havemeyer Street in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

brought them together.
In the fall of 1942, Natan Borlam, a young man from
a poor Czechoslovakian family, was sent to the nearby
Theresienstadt labor camp and ghetto. At about the
same time, the wealthy Viennese-Jewish Lagstein
family used their influence to secure passage for
Caroline Ostersetzer and her orphaned granddaughter,
Lene Lagstein, to that same camp, which was a shade
less brutal than the others. There, an old friend of the
Borlam family, the shochet Mr. Bacon, was struck by
Lene’s generosity in doling out food, and introduced
her to Natan. The two quickly decided that they would
be married. But on December 15th, 1943, Natan, my
great-grandfather, was deported to Auschwitz. Three
days later, Lene, my great-grandmother, was sent there
as well. Against all odds, their romance blossomed in
that inferno where nothing else grew. They regularly
risked their lives as they insisted on maintaining

Advertisement for Natan Borlam’s, New York Magazine,
August 10, 1992. The date is in error, as the store opened in 1952.

contact and helping each other
to survive. Family lore has it that
once, on Lene’s birthday, Natan
snuck out at night and forayed
into the women’s barracks to wish
her a happy birthday.

sent on a death march to Grossrosen,
Germany. He was liberated in
May, 1945 by French soldiers in
Sigmaringen, a town near Weimar in
southern Germany.

In 1944, Lene was deported from
Both were given relatively
Auschwitz to Hamburg for slave
desirable work assignments;
labor. Eight months later, she was
Natan worked in the kitchen and
sent to Bergen Belsen, where she
Lene in the Nazi administrative
contracted typhus. She remained
mail room. One morning, the
in Bergen Belsen under the care of
impossible happened: Natan
a dedicated Jewish doctor for four
Natan and Lene (Lucy) Borlam inside
discovered a box of valuable
months after liberation, when she was
their store, in the early 2000’s.
jewels just outside the kitchen.
finally healthy enough to leave. Lene
It is hard to believe, but so the story has been passed
was able to contact her aunt and uncle who had fled
down for three generations. The precious gems had
to Paris before the Nazi takeover. Lene was able to join
been stripped off of Jews who had been brought in on
them and it seems that they shuttled back and forth
a recent transport. Apparently, they had been found
between Nice and Paris.
by the Kapo in charge of food preparation, who had
After the war, Natan returned to his hometown. Still
hidden them in a box outside the kitchen. Natan
focused on Lene, he inquired as to her whereabouts
was scared to be caught with the goods so he slipped
and was told that she was in France. As soon as he
them to Lene, who had access to the mail-boxes of
could, he took a train to France to meet her. They
the German officers. She shrewdly hid the stash in a
were married in Nice, France in 1947. Three years
box which she addressed to a chief Gestapo officer
later, on January 30, 1950, they arrived in America
who rarely came by to pick up his mail. As an extra
with their infant daughter, Anne, who is my maternal
precaution, she very clearly marked the box with
grandmother.
a warning against opening it, on penalty of death.
Natan and Lene used the jewels very sparingly so as
My great-grandfather, Natan Borlam, learning with his greatnot to arouse suspicion, but whenever they felt it was
grandson, Ari Zelefsky, from a 19th century book of Selichos which is
a family heirloom. During the Holocaust the Selichos was hidden in
absolutely necessary, they offered a few of the stones as
a compartment of a shed
bribes, generally to Kapos.

On January 20th, 1945 Natan was deported to the
Blechhammer concentration camp. From there he was
As we go to press, the Borlam family is observing the shloshim period for Mrs. Lene
(Lucy) Borlam a”h. We feel privileged to pay tribute to this heroic matriarchal
figure, and pray that ‘tehai nishmasah tzerurah bitzror hachayim.’
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In the Spring, shortly before Pesach, Natan managed
to trade jewels for a little bit of flour from the kitchen.
He then baked a few precious matzos in a coal burning
heater in the barracks. This was safer than trying to
sneak into the kitchens to use the ovens there. One of
Natan’s friends in Auschwitz had extremely exacting
standards and expressed concern that the matzos
were too thick and might, in fact, be chametz. Natan
was able to use additional jewels to bribe the very
same kitchen Kapo who had stolen the goods in the
first place! Luckily, the prisoner-supervisor did not
recognize the gems, and Natan was able to get extra
potatoes so that his friend wouldn’t starve over Pesach.

in Czechoslovakia. After
the war, Natan retrieved it
and brought it with him to
America. It was one of four
items that he salvaged
from Europe, and his only
tie to the family he lost.
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Yechiel Aron Rappaport
ALICIA RUSSO

OPI, THE UNDERGROUND REBBE
In a cellar deep beneath a Polish farm, a number of
young Jewish men fleeing from the Nazis found shelter.
Each of them had an alias to protect his identity. The
one they called ‘rebbe’ was aptly named; amazingly, he
knew Shas by heart, and regularly engaged his peers in
the study of Torah. For two years, as their lives hung
in the balance, they sat mesmerized and invigorated
by his teachings. That rebbe was my great-grandfather.
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My Opi, Yechiel Aron Rappaport was born in
Ostrowiec, Poland, in 1915, the only child of Harsh
Zvi Chaim Rappaport and Tzivya Kalish. His family
belonged to the Vurker chassidic dynasty, and were
deeply connected with the resident Zadik - the
Ostrovtzer Rebbe. When Opi was five years old, his
mother contracted typhus and died. Opi was taken
in and raised by her Vurker family. At a young age,
he distinguished himself as an illuy, and became the
talmid muvhak of the Ostrovtzer Rebbe, attending
Yeshivas Chachmei Lublin for 4 years. At the age of
eighteen, he married Sure Marmel Fuchs, and they
had a son named Fischel. In 1939, Opi was sent to a
forced labor camp. While he was there the Nazis took
his entire family to Treblinka; he never saw them
again.
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A Polish farmer, whom Opi had befriended at the
labor camp, offered to hide him with some friends in a
cellar on his farm. He declined, unwilling to leave his
beloved Ostrovtzer Rebbe who had been declining in
health and spirit, as he had been fasting and praying
ever since the German invasion. The Ostrovtzer Rebbe
had secreted himself in an empty chimney well to
avoid being caught. Aron found him there one day

Yechiel Aron and his ﬁrst wife, Sure Marmel,
at their Shabbos table in Ostrowiec, c. 1935.

The Nazis cutting oﬀ the beard and
payos of the Ostrovtzer Rebbe in the
Ostrowiec Town Square (1940)

Yechiel Aron (left) at Yeshivas
Chachmei Lublin, c. 1932

Yechiel Aron’s work
papers during the war

Tragically, though, the Ostrovtzer Rebbe was shot to
death upon arrival in Sandomierz. Bereft, and left with
no reason to remain in Ostrowiec, Aron finally agreed
to go into hiding. His presence in the underground
hideout was spiritually uplifting for everyone. One
day, after weeks of barely any food to offer them, the
farmer threw some extra bread down to the men and

The S’chon (cellar) where Yechiel
Aron hid during World War II

The Polish Farmer, Thadeusz Pastuszka (right) and his wife
Marianna, who hid Yechiel Aron in the cellar, with Opi’s
closest friend, Leon Fuchs (center), Ostrowiec, 1984.
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with his tallis, tefillin and a small Chorev edition Shas.
As was their wont, the Rebbe immediately engaged
Opi in a Talmudic discussion, this time about the
sugya concerning the accidental relinquishing of
property. Opi interrupted the theoretical discourse
with a timeless, and painfully relevant question.
The same question that Moshe Rabbeinu had asked
Hashem when he foresaw what would befall R’ Akiva,
“Zu Torah, Ve’zu S’charah?!” “This is Torah, and this
is its reward?!” The Ostrovtzer answered, “Anyone
can understand the thoughts of a friend, but it is
impossible for us, mere mortals, to understand the
ways of Hashem.” In time, Opi’s beloved teacher
decided to flee to Sandomierz and pleaded with his
prize student to join him. Opi promised to follow as
soon as he could get away.
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THE YID HAKADOISH
AND ME

(A Genealogical Journey)

Yechiel Aron and Sala Rappaport’s Wedding (1948)

My grandmother once told me that as a child, she
had always wanted a dog. When she hesitantly
approached her father with that request, he
seemed stunned. “An Einekel of the Yid Hakadoish
should be led around on a leash by a dog?!” A
funny anecdote, but who was the Yid Hakadoish?
And how was I related to him?

told them to enjoy. My great-grandfather, however,
made a quick calculation and realized that it was
Pesach. Starved though he was, he refused to eat the
chametz, and many others followed his lead, opting to
live off the potato peels that they had left over from
the days before. Instead, they continued to sustain
themselves on the Torah which he taught.
Opi emerged into a destroyed and ravaged town.
Everyone he knew was dead. His entire world had been
erased. But he moved on to Lodz, where he met my
great-grandmother Sala. Together they built a beautiful
family with many children and grandchildren who
honor their memory by walking in their footsteps.
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In recognition of the world he had lost, Aron never
again put on his spodek or bekeche. Still, he continued
to immerse himself in learning, and was unwavering
in his faith.
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Interview with Sala Rappaport, a family project (December 2019)

Fischel Rappaport’s Matzeiva

My great grandfather, Opi, instilled in his children
a deep pride at being descended from the Yid
Hakadoish. He remembered his grandfather
Zeide Rachmiel, a strict, quiet, and ascetic man,
and his great-grandfather Ephraim Fischel, who
ran a bookstore with his wife Bubbe Freide. Late
in life, Ephraim Fischel emigrated to Israel, and as
I began my research I found an old picture of his
matzeivah in Teveria, which gave me the date of
his death. But this is where the trail ended. And
a little piece of me wondered if we were, indeed,
descendants of this Yid Hakadoish.
And then came an unbelievable find – my first
clue - Fischel Rappaport and Bubbe Freide’s
marriage record. From their age at marriage I
was able to determine their dates of birth. And

lo and behold I discovered his parents’
names! Harsh Rappaport and Brucha
Rabinowicz. Now I knew I was in
business; the Yid Hakadoish’s name
was Yaakov Yizchak Rabinowicz. I
discovered Fiszel’s birth record which
supported my hunch: He was born in
the city of Przysucha, the hometown
of the Yid Hakadoish! And finally the
proof. A prominent genealogist on
Geni listed Bracha as the daughter of
R’ Yerachmiel Moshe Rabinowitz, the
Av Beis Din of Prszysucha – son of the
Yid Hakadoish!

My connection to
the Yid Hakadoish

I could have stopped there, “mission
accomplished,” but two more pieces of
the puzzle begged to be put together.
I had noticed on Fischel’s birth and
death records that he had had a
brother named Chiel Shaya. And
sometime later, I found an entry in a
book of pedigree, listing Yechiel’s son,
Rachmiel, as a formidable scholar
descended from the Maharshal, and
further back from David Hamelech!
Well, that meant so was I! How
humbling it was to be part of the
powerful tree whose branches include
the Rema and the Maharsha, Rabbeinu
Tam and Rashi, Rav Papa and Rava,
Rabban Gamliel and Hillel Hazaken
and finally David Hamelech!

Fischel Rappaport’s Birth Record

The Yid Hakadosh was the founder
of a sect of Hasidism in Przysucha,
Poland. This sect espoused a more elitist
and rational ideology that centered
on Talmudic study, in contrast to the
more emotional Hasidism in Lublin.
The Yid Hakadoish was a learned and
well respected leader whose followers
spread out to many different branches of
chasidim including; Kotsk, Vurker, Ger,
Aleksander and many more.
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A privilege, to be sure….but a lot to
live up to…
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KORBAN MINCHAH
A Sacrifice, A Gift

(THE SAGA OF MY VERY
GREAT-GREAT-GRANDFATHER)

Zev Ahron Weinreb

Mizmor. A Song. Hashem Ro’i lo echsar. Hashem is my
Shepherd, I shall not want.
They had a comfortable life in Lemberg; R’ Zev
Weinreb, his wife, Chana Sara, their son Arye Leibish,
my great-grandfather, and daughter Renya. Then the
Nazis came and upset the cards. The tin factory was
their livelihood, until it saved their lives. When the
Germans invaded Poland, Zev Aharon Weinreb, the
savvy and charismatic manager, switched gears. He
used his full repertoire of sharp business acumen to
safeguard his wife and two children. And G-d was on
his side.
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They were on the run from 1939. From Lemberg to
Stanislaw on the factory truck, and back again. The
Soviets took over the town, solving some problems,
creating others. They took control of the factory, but
the clever manager managed on. Two years later the
Germans returned. Lemberg Jews were crammed into
a ghetto. Except for the Weinrebs.
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Korban Mincha siddur stumbled across by R’ Zev Aharon Weinreb
while ﬂeeing for his life, October 1944. Presented to his wife,
Chana Sarah, with the attached inscription when they were
reunited in Grosswardein, Romania, Rosh Chodesh Sivan 1945.

RIVKY SAMEL
Zev struck a deal with the new lords. He ran the
factory, which became their new home. In time, the
noose tightened, and fear set in. Renya Weinreb, aged
fourteen, was the first to say goodbye. Bravely, she
headed for Krakow with Aryan papers. A gamble,
but her best chance to survive. Then there were three.
The factory was no longer a haven. Drawing on his
business smarts and charisma, Zev pulled strings,
shelled out money, and secured an apartment in the
city. Stealthily they vanished from under the Nazi
noses, and hid in those quarters. But it wasn’t long
before the dreaded moment arrived. The Gestapo
was on their tail. The Weinrebs were caught, and
transported to the Janowska concentration camp with
the other Jews of Lemberg. But they managed to escape
the camp, brushing again with death and temporarily
staying in another rented apartment. Realizing that
Poland was a dead end, the Weinrebs set their eyes on
Hungary. By the skin of their teeth they made it over
the border. The Nazis followed on their heels. With the
German occupation of Hungary, Zev Aharon pinned

Aryeh Leibish(Leon)
Weinreb,
after the war

Zev Ahron and
Chana Sara in
New York after the war

Zev and Chana Sara were poised to follow their son.
But the Gestapo was alerted by informers, and stopped
them in their tracks. Their forged identification
documents were useless; they could no longer hide
their Jewish identity. Five years of shrewd maneuvering
and bold initiative were all but over as the couple
was arrested and forced onto the train to Auschwitz
in separate cattle cars. Their prospects for survival
seemed grim. As he sat stifled in the sealed cattle car,
no charm or checkbook could help Zev Aharon.
But the fearless manager held on. Lo Ira ra ki atah
imadi. I will not fear, for You are with me.
Determined to live, somebody began to work on
the door with a pocket knife. Finally, at 1:30 in the
morning, the lock was broken. As the train slowed
down, the door latch was released. Dozens jumped.
Zev fell and injured his shoulder. Dogs were let loose
and chased him through the woods of Slovakia.
Suddenly, he stumbled on an object in the dark, and
for some inexplicable reason he stopped to pick it up
before continuing to run for his life. When, at long
last, the dogs were far in the distance, he stopped. In
his hands, he held a parcel, which he quickly opened.
Inside were three pairs of tefillin, and two mementos
of a Yiddishe Mama, a Korban Mincha siddur, and a
scarf. But his wife, Chana Sara, was still on the train
bound for Auschwitz. At that moment, he knew that
he would see her again.

The Weinrebs in Europe after the war
L-R Renya, Aryeh Leibish, Chana Sara

Gam ki eileich b’gei tzalmavet lo ira ra ki atah imadi.
Even as I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will not fear, for You are with me.
The next months were fraught with hardship and
uncertainty. Zev Aharon was hungry, scantily clad,
and the winter was brutally cold. At times, he found
refuge in the forest, but was never more than one step
ahead of the Nazis. Yet he never let go of that parcel.
Finally, the war ended, and in four different countries,
there was a Weinreb who made it to liberation.
Seventy five years ago, on Rosh Chodesh Sivan, in the
Romanian town of Grosswardein, our great-greatgrandfather presented the Korban Mincha siddur to
his beloved Chana Sara, with the following inscription:
‘I found this siddur during the war in the woods of
Slovakia in October 1944, and I kept it until we would
merit after the war to meet... We met in Grosswardein
on rosh chodesh Sivan 1945, and I handed her the gift,
to daven from, for long days and years. Humbly, Zev
Aharon Weinreb”
The Weinreb children
before the war.
C. 1938 L-R
Aryeh Leibish, Lippy,
who died of illness
shortly after the
picture was taken,
and Renya

L-R Chana Sara Weinreb, her
sister, their mother Miriam Heller
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the next destination on the map - Romania. Now it
was seventeen-year-old Aryeh Leibish’s turn to leave.
Diamonds traded for survival, a perilous train ride
with false papers, and a hike across the border brought
him to a safer place.
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Toibe Zakheim
CHEDVA LEVINE
You know the saying: A picture is worth a thousand words? As I uncovered
the story of Toibe Zakheim, I came to a different conclusion. It was only
Toibe’s words which painted a rich picture of the remarkable life she lived.
Looking at photos and hearing her story second and third hand gave me
little insight into Toibe’s personality and innermost dreams. I saw her
with her classmates, friends, and family in her hometown of Volkovysk,
Poland, but those pictures did not speak to me. I could not hear her voice.
Then, my uncle shared a letter with me. It had been penned by Toibe to her
first cousins living in Eretz Yisrael, then Palestine. Suddenly, she reclaimed
her story with her own hand. I read words that she herself had written,
and now, her untimely death touched me in a very real way.
The letter was dated July 26, 1938, just after Toibe graduated from the
Jewish high school where she had learned to speak Hebrew. It was the
summer before the war broke out, yet she makes no mention of the
looming threat of a Nazi takeover, or of increasing anti-Semitism. It is by
no means a historical record, but rather the simple and timeless tale of a
young woman, just about my age, on the cusp of adulthood.
With her words and tone, Toibe demonstrates a deep love of Eretz Yisrael1.
She is effusive about her excitement at having received a notebook from
these same cousins, and shares with them that she designated it as an
autograph book for teachers and friends, each of who fingered every
page while signing “because it is so touching to see something from Eretz
Yisrael2.” When she refers to her classmates she speaks of both genders. My
research into the Jewish schools in the town leads me to assume that she
attended Tarbut- the co-educational
Zionist school.
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Toibe reports that she stayed up
late studying for her many finals,
even all night for some. She reflects
with pleasure on the fact that her
efforts were not in vain, because
she did well on the exams. Toibe
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Toibe Zakheim, Belarus circa 1938
1. https://yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Tarbut. She went to a Tarbut school where
instruction was in Hebrew and the focus was on Zionist philosophy, with Polish courses
taught as necessary. The institutions were known for producing graduates who spoke ﬂuent
Hebrew, which is evident in Toibe’s letter.

The Zakheim children in Volkovysk,
circa 1930. (L-R Zlata, Toibe, Yaakov)

describes the dazed elation she still feels, two weeks
after receiving her diploma, and how she “never
believed the moment would come when she would have
this freedom.” At the same time, she gives expression
to a feeling of heaviness, of not knowing “what will
be today and what of the future.” These emotions are
her own, but they are also felt by millions of teenagers
as they embark on their journeys beyond high school.
Reading her thoughts at such a similar stage, I was
struck by her ease with words, by her impressive
mastery of the Hebrew language, and most of all by the
commonality between her experience and my own.
We each withstood four years of intensive studying
and academic rigor. She, like I, took graduation
photos, had friends sign their names for posterity, and
felt a combination of exuberance and apprehension
for what was to come. As I read and contemplated her
letter I began to form a connection with this young
woman, the great-great-aunt I never knew, and whose
name I had never previously heard.

took the lives of the rest of their family and community
who remained behind. Yaakov became Rav Yaakov,
and distinguished himself as a saintly scholar, first in
Israel, and then in the United States. We don't know
exactly how Toibe and her parents were killed, but
there is much talk in the family about her dedication
in staying with them in Volkovysk as they were too
infirm to leave.
When I began this genealogical journey a year ago,
with photographs and family lore, I imagined Toibe
to be a classic and refined Bais Yaakov girl. Truly,
she had both of those qualities. But she was so much
more. Youthful, thoughtful, happy and vibrant, Toibe
emerged for me as a colorful, optimistic and most
relatable personality. This picture was a far cry from
the distant relative from a foreign land and culture
that I had pegged her to be. Indeed, she was so much
like me that as I write these lines, I am saddened never
to have met her.

Toibe never realized most of her dreams. Her
aspirations were actualized by her idealistic siblings.
Zlata, who later became Zahava, made aliyah as a teen
in 1935,3 and Yaakov followed her to the Promised
Land in 1938 after spending a few years in preeminent
European yeshivos. The two found a safe haven in
Palestine and were spared the Nazi atrocities which
2. Translated from original Hebrew. June 26, 1938, Volkovysk
3. This was during the ﬁfth aliyah, when 250,000 people immigrated to
Israel between the years of 1933 to 1939. Many young professionals
moved to Israel at the time, in an attempt to ﬂee burgeoning
Nazism.

Toibe’s surviving siblings, my great grandfather Yaakov
and his sister Zlata (Zahava) Zakheim, circa 1938
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Zahava (Zlata) Zakheim’s passport, detailing
her immigration to Israel/ Palestine in 1935
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זרע קודש בה‘ דבקים
Rabbi Yaakov Zakheim

True to the legacy of his name, which is an acronym
for zera kodesh heim, Rav Yaakov Zakheim zt”l
nurtured his soul by attaching himself to holy mentors,
and distancing himself from negative influences
throughout his life. Rav Zakheim was born in 1915
in Volkovysk, a small Lithuanian shtetl in Poland,
to Shlomo Eliezer and Dvashke. Even before he had
reached the age of bar-mitzvah, at the urging of the
rav of their town, Harav Yitzchok Kossovsky zt"l, the
Zakheims sent their only son to study in the yeshiva
of Bialystok. There, Yaakov formed a very close
relationship with the local rabbi, Rav Aryeh Shapiro
zt”l. In short order, he was accepted to the famed
Baranovitch yeshiva where he became an outstanding
disciple of Rav Elchonon Wasserman zt”l, and a
frequent house guest of the loving mashgiach ruchani,

Rav Yaakov Yisrael Lubchansky zt”l.
In 1938, fearful of being drafted into the Polish army,
Rav Yaakov obtained a farmer’s visa to Palestine where
his sister Zahava was living. He quickly recognized,
however, that a Zionist farm was not the right place
for him. Although it was his only means of sustenance,
and the precondition of his visa, Rav Yaakov left the
kibbutz without any hesitation and returned to the
world of the yeshiva. At first, he set out for Bnei Brak
and the home of the famed Chazon Ish zt”l, whose
mother was connected to his family. He was graciously
welcomed and warmly invited to remain with them,
but upon seeing their dire poverty, Rav Yaakov decided
to move on so as not to burden them further. He set
his sights upon the Holy City of Jerusalem.
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Semicha Documents
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He arrived in Yerushalayim very much alone, and with
no definite plan. He was kindly approached by an elderly
woman offering him room and board. Incredibly, she
was the widow of Rav Avrohom Yitzchok Hakohen
Kook, zt”l, and that was his entree into Yeshivas Merkaz
Harav, where Rav Yaakov continued his Torah studies
under the guidance of Harav Yaakov Moshe Charlap
zt"l. In the span of a year, he received semichah from
three Torah giants of Yerushalayim at that time, Harav
Isser Zalman Meltzer, HaRav Tzvi Pesach Frank, and
Harav Elya Rom, zt"l.
Soon after meeting his future wife Sorah, daughter of
the esteemed chassid Harav Azriel Sochaczewski, Rav
Yaakov followed her and her family to America in 1939.

There, he once again found extraordinary spiritual
mentors, this time in Rabbi Moshe Soloveitchik zt”l
and his son Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik. Rav Yaakov
and Sorah were married in New York in 1942, and
served as a warm and dynamic rabbinic couple for over
seven decades. They began in Trenton, New Jersey,
and moved on to lead a community in Brooklyn,
New York. Throughout their years in America, Rabbi
Zakheim continued to cultivate spiritually uplifting
associations with leading Torah personalities, and was
respected by Harav Moshe Feinstein, zt”l, Rav Mendel
Zaks, zt”l, and Rabbi Avigdor Miller, zt”l. By the end
of his long life, he had become for so many the model
of immersion in Torah and personal sanctity which he
had always sought in others.

Wedding picture of Rabbi Yaakov and Sara
(Sochaczewski) Zakheim. New York, USA, 1941

Rabbi Zakheim teaching Sunday school at a
yeshiva. The boy in the second row second from
left is Moshe Zakheim, his son. Circa 1955.
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Recommendation letter
from Baranowitz
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Gittel (Rosenberg) Elbogen
ESTHER BERTRAM

I WILL NOT DIE BUT LIVE

“יסור יסרני קה ולמוות לא נתנני..."לא אמות כי אחיה

“I came out of kivshan ha’eish (the furnace), just
like Avraham Avinu” my great-grandmother, Gittel
Elbogen would say. Yet, according to Yad Vashem
archival evidence, she perished there. The meticulous
records the Nazis kept apparently reported her entry to
the gas chambers. Yet, unlike hundreds of thousands
victims, she left the notorious gas chamber on her feet,
destined to live.
Gittel Elbogen, born Edith Rosenberg on July 10,
1919 in Edeleny, Hungary, was deported to the
hellish concentration camp of Auschwitz twice. On
June 16, 1944 Gittel arrived in Auschwitz for the first
time, where her parents, sister and young niece were
murdered. A few weeks later, she was transferred to
the Plaszow concentration camp. In August of 1944, as
the Soviet Army approached, the Germans dismantled
Plaszow and Gittel was sent back to Auschwitz. There,
the number A18826 was painfully tattooed onto
her left arm. “One day we were told we were having
a shower and had to strip,” my great-grandmother
recalled, “I stood in the shower room,
and I was wondering disappointedly why
no water was coming out of the shower
heads, when suddenly, Hashem Yisborach
sent an SS engineer. ‘Raus, raus!’ he barked
and took us out of the gas chamber. He
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Gittel Rosenbergs personal detail card from the
Buchenwald sub-concentration camp, Markkleeberg.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gittel Rosenbergs Auschwitz number
Gittels name, Edith Rosenberg
Her town of birth, Edeleny, Hungary
Her father, Herman (Tzvi) Rosenberg
Her mother, Etil (Esther) Rosenberg
The date she was transferred to Auschwitz
for the second time, June 15, 1944
7. The day she was transferred to the Markkleeberg
Concentration Camp, September 5, 1944
8. Her signature

proceeded to look us over, not noticing the scar on my
back, and he selected many women; I was considered
in good condition and was chosen for the transport.
The rest were sent back in.” Gittel was transferred
to the Markkleeberg concentration camp where
she stayed for about eight months before she was
forced on a death march to Theresienstadt. My greatgrandmother, starving and brokenhearted, walked
236 miles in 18 days while wearing a thin dress and illfitting shoes, and survived only on “grass from the field
like a beheimah.” She was liberated a few weeks later in
May of 1945. Her physical survival was miraculous,
and her spiritual endurance astounding.
My great-grandmother, my Tzukar Bobby, died when I
was a young girl, and as I grow older I am increasingly
in awe of her. It is entirely due to her ability to persevere
and rebuild that I am here today. I feel privileged to be
her descendant and humbled to carry the name of her
mother, Esther (Etil) Rosenberg, who was murdered
in cold blood in Auschwitz. I recognize that it is my
duty to carry on her legacy and I feel blessed to do so.

SECTION 5

“”ותטענו בגבולנו
יהי רצון מלפניך ה‘ אלקינו ואלקי אבותינו
שתעלנו בשמחה לארצנו ותטענו
בגבולנו

Among our ancestral sagas
are tales of bold and principled Jewish families
who have blossomed in the earth of the galuyos
in which they found themselves,
and then moved on to new venues.
Some put down roots in other diaspora settings,
where they once again gleaned
from the positive forces within their host countries.
Many, though, are among the sheaves
that Hoshea Hanavi speaks of,
who have come home to Eretz Yisrael.
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May it be Your will Hashem our G-d
and G-d of our fathers
To lead us back in joy to our land,
and plant us within our borders.
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Rabbi Yitzchak Farhi
SH OSHI FARHI
Yitzchak Farhi’s wedding celebration

THE LINE IN THE SAND
His picture of Israel was “identical to that of Gan
Eden; you know it's incredible and breathtaking and
beautiful even though you know so little about it.”
So, as a seventeen year old boy, with virulent antiSemitism all around him, and his whole life ahead
of him, Yitzchak Farhi decided he was going to Eretz
Yisrael.

This was easier said than done. His first attempt to
flee Aleppo, Syria, involved 5 like-minded friends,
ditching school by motorcycle, and the purchase
of 4 donkeys. Three of the donkeys were blown

up in minefields, as was the attempted escape.
Undeterred, three months later, Yitzchak and his
friend Ezra tried again. Armed with Syrian ID’s
stolen from a local gym locker-room, they became
Abu Hasan and Abu Ali. Clad in traditional
Arab garb they walked until they reached the
Orontes river, which was deeper than anticipated.
Seated riverside, they began to cry and pray, and
suddenly noticed an Arab coming toward them.
Without missing a beat, they fabricated a dying
uncle in Beirut, and managed to convince him to
help them cross.
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Yitzchak Farhi (right)
during his stay in Beirut
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Yet Yitzchak never lost sight of his dream. With
the help of a top-ranking official, Dr. Attieh, a plan
was hatched to help Yitzchak, Ezra, and twentysix other refugees safely traverse the dangerous
Hezbollah-controlled territory into Israel. To
mitigate the hazard, they disguised themselves as
terrorists. They dressed in coarse clothes or robes,
with keffiyehs or black scarves wrapped around
their faces. The Lebanese army escorted them to
the outskirts of the Islamic terrorist zone, and
drew a white line in the sand to show them the
way to the border, five miles away. This line was
their guide to freedom, but from there on they
were on their own. They had one small flashlight
between them, just enough light to see the line
without getting caught. The flashlight began to
flicker; gradually, its beam weakened. The chalk
line became harder to discern, and too soon the
flashlight gave out altogether. They camped out
until the morning, when they noticed mountains
ahead of them. Yitzchak recalled the map he had
memorized, and knew that there was a range of
mountains which formed the border between
Lebanon and Israel. This knowledge infused
the group of tired refugees with energy. As they
reached the peak, they saw a tall wire fence, on
the other side of which there were rows of houses.
Fixed to the roofs of those houses were large
cylindrical tanks, with the Hebrew words dud

shemesh printed on them. They dug a hole under
the fence, and crawled into Israel.
And the rest is history. The spirited and courageous
teenager, who had been deeply influenced by the
rich teachings of the Aleppo kittab (cheder) to love
Torah and the Land of Israel, found his way, first, to
Yeshivat Porat Yosef, and then to Yeshivat Hakotel
where he became a talmid chacham of stature and
earned his rabbinical ordination. He served, as well,
in the IDF during the Yom Kippur War. Eventually,
Syrian Jews left Aleppo, and settled mostly in the
USA. Rabbi Yitzchak Farhi was invited to serve
as their spiritual leader in Deal, New Jersey. He
provided them not only with Torah scholarship, but
with an equally important communal infrastructure
that would maintain the high spiritual standards of
the Aleppo community. He is much beloved to this
day.

Yitzchak Farhi in a tank on the
Suez Canal (Yom Kippur War, 1973)
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Once in Beirut, the two boys hailed a cab and
asked to be taken to the Great Synagogue of the
Jewish quarter. Rav Sarut Shreym was skeptical,
and the best he could offer them was to learn
Torah by day, and sleep in the ladies’ section by
night. Fortunately, one Mr. Agai was desperate to
have someone recite Tehillim during the shloshim
period following his mother’s passing. Hesitant
at first to bring two strangers into his home, Mr.
Agai invited them in when he learned that their
names were Yitzchak and Ezra, the same as those
of his own two sons who had left for London
and America respectively. The two fugitives were
warmly welcomed as sons, and lived comfortably
with the Agais for the better part of a year.
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DOV GRUNER’S
FINAL BATTLE
ESSIE ABITTAN
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On Isru Chag Pesach of 1946, the British police station
in Ramat Gan was attacked. The perpetrator – whose
goal was to steal ammunition - was the Irgun, the
underground Zionist militant movement. The unit
successfully broke into the armory and retrieved an
arsenal of weaponry which was then loaded onto a
waiting truck. A policeman on the upper story noticed
the activity and directed machine gun fire at the
fleeing invaders. Dov Grüner was shot in the chin and
never made it onto the getaway vehicle that carried his
comrades to safety.
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Seventy three years later, on Monday evening,
November 4, 2019, I met Helene Lederer, the closest
surviving relative of Dov Gruner in her Flushing, New
York home. She greeted me and my father warmly,
with her two cats closely in tow. There were numerous
photos on her walls, but most striking by far, was the
handsome young man in uniform, whose penetrating
eyes seemed to be looking at me. On the dining
room table was the box Helene had
brought down from the attic to help
me in my quest to know more. The
excitement mounted as the box was
opened, revealing a cache of letters,
yellowing articles, and photographs,
all of which would be pieced together
to tell the heroic story of Dov Gruner,
my great grandfather’s cousin, and
a courageous martyr for the Jewish
People.
Dov and Helen Gruner were born and
bred in the town of Kisvarda in inter-

war Hungary. Their father, Jakub (Shmuel Yaakov)
Gruner, who served as a rabbi in the Hungarian army,
died in Russian captivity during World War I. About
a decade later, when their mother Sara Zeli died, Dov
and his sister Helen were left to fend for themselves;
Helen emigrated to America where an aunt and uncle
were eager to embrace both children. Dov, a fervent
Zionist, chose mandatory Palestine instead. In the
winter of 1940, he boarded the S.S. Skaria, a ship
of illegal immigrants which was intercepted by the
British ten days later. Upon arrival in Eretz Yisrael, all
the male passengers, including Dov, were imprisoned
in Atlit, near Haifa, for six months. After his release,
Dov settled in Rosh Pina and joined the Irgun.
Following a truce between the British authorities and
the underground Jewish movements Dov donned
a British army uniform and enlisted in the Palestine
Jewish Brigade. In that capacity he fought against their
common enemy, the Nazis. After the war Dov joined
the effort of Habricha to smuggle Holocaust survivors
from Communist occupied countries
to freedom. In 1946, Dov returned
to Palestine and to the ranks of the
Irgun, fiercely resisting the British
control of Palestine, until his arrest on
that fateful morning in April of 1946.

Caption?

Dov’s final battle was fought from
his prison cell as he faced a death
penalty. There were worldwide
petitions on his behalf pressuring the
British not to execute the 34-year-old
man. Religious and political leaders
of all stripes begged for his release.

At the same time, they encouraged Dov to ask for
clemency from the empire, and assured him that it
would be granted. His sister Helen, desperate to save
her brother’s life, traveled from America to his prison
cell, and for eight weeks pleaded with him to follow
their advice. But Dov wouldn’t hear of it. To request
clemency would be to recognize the legality of British
authority over Palestine. And that undermined the
very ideology of the Irgun. Tragically, in April 1947,
he was executed along with three other young Jewish
fighters in the Akko prison where, today, his tallit and
tefillin are exhibited.

misguided ideology of their militant commanders,
and gave up their precious lives. It saddens me that
Dov Gruner, a distant cousin who has won a place
close to my heart because of his conviction, courage,
and love of Israel, was one of them.
Dov’s journey from capture to
execution through the eyes of
the American media, from Helen
Gruner’s collection of clippings

While it may be true that the public's horror over
the hangings heightened the cry for independence,
the tragic story of Dov Gruner evokes powerful and
mixed emotions. The militant approach of the Irgun
was extremely controversial in pre-state Palestine, and
there were many ardent Zionists who were strongly
opposed to the use of violent tactics to hasten the
establishment of a Jewish state. This anti-militant
sentiment grew even stronger as greater numbers of
people were killed, resulting in the British introduction
of death by hanging. Upholding the supremacy of
the value of life in Judaism, our rabbinic leadership,
including Rav Aryeh Levine and Chief Rabbi Yitzhak
HaLevi Herzog, were outspoken in their censure of
those who would sacrifice human life for the goal of
Jewish autonomy in Israel. They encouraged the men
who were on death row to appeal for pardon rather
than go to the gallows. Unfortunately, the mother
organizations were intransigent and continued to
denounce any recognition of British authority. As
a result, young men who were selfless, idealistic,
and dedicated heart and soul to the establishment
of a sovereign Jewish homeland, submitted to the
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As I sifted through the box and read the headlines
of the newspaper clippings that Helene’s mother
had meticulously collected, I was able to follow the
unfolding drama of the last months of her brother’s
life. I saw the progression of Dov’s trial through the
eyes of the American people, and more importantly,
the untiring efforts of his loving sister to save him. The
last articles claimed that the publicity regarding the
tragic execution of young Jewish fighters increased the
pressure on Britain to end the mandate, and paved the
way for the establishment of the State of Israel.
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Avraham Biton
SARAH STRAUSS

Saba Avraham
My Great Grandfather

ARTZAH ALINU
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Late one night, in the year 1961, there was a knock on
the door of Saba Avraham’s Casablanca home. All the
children, who slept near the door on thin mattresses,
heard it. Saba Avraham asked, ‘who’s there?,’ and the
response was loud and clear, ‘Mordechai.’ He opened
immediately expecting to see only his eldest son, but
was surprised to find a second man standing silently
by his side. The two men were quickly ushered inside,
and in a hushed but urgent tone Mordechai explained
that the stranger was a Mossad agent who would help
them make the long, and much dreamed-of journey
to Israel. The entire family should be prepared to leave
home the next morning. Then, raising his voice so that
it would be audible to the neighbors, Mordechai asked
his father and family to spend the night at his home,
tending to his children, as one of his three wives was
in labor. This, of course, was just a ploy to excuse their
sudden disappearance.
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At five o’clock the next morning a horse and wagon
were waiting to transport Saba and his family.
Avraham and his second wife Tamu, who was forty
three years his junior, gave each of their small children
a cloth diaper packed with clothing to take along.
The carriage brought them out of Casablanca to a
place where numerous cars had been prepared by
the Mossad; the entire family squeezed into one car
and drove through the night to Fez, Morocco. Again,
Mossad representatives were ready for them; they were
supplied with food, placed in a hotel room, and warned

not to leave the hotel under any circumstances. Two
nights later, after verifying that they could pass freely
between Morocco and Spain, the Mossad emissaries
whisked the Moroccan Jews over the border, and then
piled them onto the back of a truck where they would
be hidden from sight should the vehicle be stopped.
In fact, they were stopped by Arab soldiers who
conversed with the driver, himself one of many Arabs
who had been bribed to shuttle the Moroccan Jews to
their next destination. Tense moments followed, as the
Mossad agents practically choked two of Avraham and
Tamu’s children to stifle their cries. Miraculously, the

Saba Avraham (R) holding his son David who
was born to him at the age of 78.
When Saba Avraham came to the hospital the staﬀ asked him if
he was the grandfather. He replied "No way! I am the Father."
Israel 1965

noises went undetected, and the truck continued on to Melilla, a Spanish
enclave on the northern shores of Morocco’s Mediterranean coast. They all
disembarked at a house in a small village, where the Arab owner hid them
in a chicken coop. There, they were forbidden from speaking, and spent
an entire Shabbos in silence, with nothing to eat but a little cow’s milk for
the children.
On Saturday night, the Jews were crammed in groups of twenty into tiny
cars, which drove wildly over rocks and potholes. The passengers were
smashed against windows and each other. When they reached the Melillah
shore, they were transferred into fishing boats by strong Arabs who held
them by their arms, two at a time. The children were crowded into the
area where the fish were usually kept, and the adults sat on the edges of
the boats.

My great grandparents Saba
Avraham and his ﬁrst wife Alia in
Casablanca Morocco circa 1940's

Saba Avraham was placed on one boat with his two sons, Shimon and
Morris; Tamu was put on another with their three younger children. Both
boats set out together, but before long, Tamu’s boat had disappeared. My
great-uncle Shimon, who was eight years old at the time, still gets emotional
when he recalls his fear as they recited Tehillim through the night, a clear
sign to him that something was terribly wrong. As daybreak approached,
they were afraid they might be spotted by border patrol guards, so they
paddled quickly to the shore at Tangier. There, to their great joy, was the
missing boat; Tamu and the children were safe.
A few days later they were transported to Gibraltar by ferry. In Gibraltar,
they could finally breathe a sigh of relief, for they had successfully escaped
Morocco. Yet their arduous trek wasn’t over. One final car ride brought
them to Malaga, from where they flew to Marseille, France, and stayed at a
transition camp called Machaneh Hayehudim. Two of the younger children
became deathly ill there, and it was two months before they recovered
enough to move on. But move on they did.

Tamu, Saba Avraham’s second wife, with
her children, baby Morris and Shimon,
Morocco circa 1955

And finally the dream came true. Eyes brimming
with tears of joy, they stepped off the boat in
Haifa, and like so many olim before them,
kissed the ground of the Holy Land.
ID booklet including the birth dates and vaccination
records of Saba Avraham and Tamu’s children.
The document, written in French and Arabic, served
as traveling papers during the family’s arduous
journey to Israel. Note the star on the cover which
indicates the Jewish identity of the holder.
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On Erev Sukkot, Saba Avraham and his family
boarded the Artzah, and spent the entire chag
on that boat which was equipped with a sukkah.
The air was filled with song and prayer and
excitement.
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Meir Weitz
ESTI SCHREIBER
Sam Weitz, Meyer Weitz’s father, in front of his shoe store in Brooklyn,
New York circa 1930. Sam divided his time between the business and
his job as a waiter, while his wife, Lena, dedicated long days to their
clientele, even learning Italian so that she could better serve them.

WALKING IN HIS FOOTSTEPS

“"וללכת בדרכי ישרים לפניך

Shoes were always a big part of my great-grandfather’s
life. As a child, Meyer Weitz lived with his parents in
an apartment just behind the shoe store which they
owned and operated. As a young husband and father,
he worked for a large shoe company. Most importantly,
the proverbial shoes he wears to this day are big. All of
us strive to walk in his footsteps.
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Meyer was an only child, and although he attended an
East New York public school, his parents encouraged
him to cultivate friendships and find social outlets
in the synagogue setting. It was in their shul and its
afternoon Talmud Torah classes that he developed a
passion for the State of Israel. Often, he and his friends
from the “Congregation” would assemble at the train
station or Times Square, and urge passers-by to donate
money to Israel by dropping coins into their blue
pushkas.
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While in Thomas Jefferson High School Meyer met his
future wife, Harriet Miller, at a poetry presentation.
A few years later they met again at “The Cong,” their
nickname for the “Congregation,” which, by then, had
blossomed into an organization of over three hundred
Zionist-minded teenagers. Harriet’s grandmother,
Toba, had made Aliyah from New York to Palestine in
1932, a rare phenomenon at that time, and this planted
seeds of Zionism in her granddaughter’s mind. Harriet

and Meyer were married in 1942, and never lost their
idealism.
Shortly after their wedding, Meyer was drafted into
the U. S. army and stationed in Austin, Texas. Three
months into his service, Harriet joined him, and the
couple remained steadfast in their observance of
mitzvos, even in the military environment. After being
discharged Meyer found employment with a large shoe
company called A S Beck. He and Harriet began a family,
and educated all three of their children in yeshivos.
Their love of Israel was clearly communicated to the
next generation, and each year they would march as a
family with the Rambam Yeshiva in the annual Israel
Day Parade. In 1967, after the stunning and miraculous
Israeli victory in the Six-Day-War, Harriet and Meyer
were inspired to make their first trip to Israel. Upon
returning Meyer announced, "when I retire we are
moving there." Over the next two decades, the Weitz’s
visited Israel three more times, and in the winter of
1986, their dream came true; Meyer retired, and he
and Harriet immigrated to Jerusalem. Once settled,
Meyer attended many shiurim, and walked the length
and breadth of the Land of Israel. Now widowed, and
ninety nine years old, Meyer still revels in his life in
Jerusalem. He has truly ‘walked the walk’ of a lover of
Torah and Israel, and we, his progeny, are humbled by
the well-worn shoes he wears.
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